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FROM SENIOR PARTNER'S DESK 

This is the 6th  budget presented by the present Government which has been 

announced before it‟s usual time  and right after the Tax amnesty scheme. Though 

the fate of Tax amnesty still remains questionable never the less it is now available 

for those who want to make declarations.  

The strategy of increased taxation and incentives for the industrial sector has 

previously worked well for the standing government. According to estimates, 

Pakistan‟s economy grew by almost 5.28% last year; to put this figure in context, 

this is the highest growth rate achieved in the last decade. 

The proposed Financial Bill is expected to bring about a post budget rally at the 

stock market as the market is expected to react positively to the budget proposal 

of a cut in corporate tax, withdrawal of tax on bonus shares and rationalisation of 

broker taxes. 

Similar to the relief provided for stock market, individuals, AOPs and Companies 

have also been provided with relief. The government‟s ideology to improve the 

tax base of Pakistan is reflecting in this  budget. Under the „Direct Taxes‟ head, the 

government expects its lowered income tax rates to result in a substantial 

broadening of the tax base and add another Rs132bn to income tax collection. In 

percentage terms, this reflects a 8.36%  increase from the income tax target for 

last year. 

However, under the „Indirect Taxes‟ head, collection of custom duties is set to be 

Rs. 154bn higher than the previous year, which reflects  a 26.5% increase. This will 

likely reflect in higher prices on imported items.  

Rs. 95bn (5.9%%) increase in sales taxes and a Rs. 35bn (15.1%) increase in federal 

excise duties over last year's budgeted figures have been proposed in the budget. 

This however will lead to burdening tax payers.  

Under the 'Other Taxes' head, it is proposed in the budget to decrease the Natural 

Gas Development Surcharge from Rs. 43 bn to Rs. 16bn, but nearly doubling the 

petroleum levy to Rs300bn from Rs160bn. This would suggest that fuel costs will 

increase in the coming Tax Year. 

As of 2017, it was estimated that the SME sector contributes 30% to the total GDP, 

and accounts for more than 25% of the cumulative earnings from exports. Keeping 

this in view, incentivising the creation of more start-ups is clearly seen as an 

important policy goal for the coming tax year. In addition, exemption from 

minimum tax as well as WHT has been extended.  
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To sum up, despite the growth in the economy, relief measures for the public 

remained almost non-existent. Spending on education remains a low priority. The 

health sector seems to be suffering a similar fate; the average healthcare budget 

has ranged between 0.5 and 0.8% of the GDP in the last 10 years, compared to 

the six percent recommended target by WHO to enable the government to 

provide basic life-saving treatments to its citizens. While overall inflation (4.09%) 

was lower than the anticipated six percent in the last fiscal year, the upward trend 

of global petroleum prices is likely to trigger an across-the-board increase in prices 

as well. 

The Tax Memorandum provides in depth analysis of the changes brought about in 

tax laws of the country by the budget. We hope our clients and other users will find 

this document useful. This document is simultaneously being made available at our 

website www.hlbitc.com.  The clients are encouraged to access this and other 

useful material made available by the firm.   

The Partners of HLB Ijaz Tabussum & Co. Chartered Accountants acknowledge the 

tireless efforts of its Islamabad office in producing this document. 

 

IJAZ AKBER - FCA 

Senior Partner and International Contact Person 
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BUDGET 2018-19 AT A GLANCE 

RECEIPTS: Budget Estimates 

S. No. SOURCES OF FUNDS (ESTIMATED) (Rs. In billion) 

1. Tax Revenue   4,888.6 

  FBR Taxes 4,435.0 

  Other Taxes 453.6 

2. Non-Tax Revenue 771.9 

              a)Gross Revenue Receipts (1+2) 5,660.5 

              b)Less: Provincial Share 2,590.1 

I. Net Revenue Receipts (a-b) 3,070.4 

II. Net Capital Receipts (Non-Bank) 532.8 

III. External Receipts (net) 342.1 

IV. Estimated Provincial Surplus 285.6 

V. Bank Borrowing 1,015.3 

VI. Privatization Proceeds 0.0 

TOTAL RESOURCES (I To VI) 5,246.2 

EXPENDITURES:    Budget Estimates 

S. No. APPLICATION OF FUNDS (ESTIMATED)         (Rs. In billion) 

 (A) Current: (1 To 7) 4,178.60 

1.      Interest payment 1,620.20 

2.      Pension 342 

3.      Defense Affairs & Services 1,100.30 

4.      Grants and Transfers 477.9 

5.      Subsidies 174.7 

6.      Running of Civil Government  463.4 

 (B) Development: (I to III) 1,067.60 

I.      Federal PSDP 800 

II.      Net Lending 87.4 

III.     Other development expenditure 180.2 

TOTAL APPLICATION (A+B) 5,246.2 
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SALIENT FEATURES FOR BUDGET 2018-19 

 

INCOME TAX 

Relief Measures 

 

• Increase in threshold of taxable income: 

In pursuance of the government‟s policy of providing relief to the common 

man and alleviating the hardship of persons having low incomes the 

Honorable Prime Minister in his press conference held on 5th April,2018 

announced that threshold of taxable income would be enhanced from 

Rs.400,000/- to Rs.1,200,000/-. Subsequently, the Income Tax (Amendment) 

Ordinance, 2018 [Ordinance No.V of 2018] was promulgated on April 08, 

2018.As per this Ordinance the enhanced threshold of taxable income shall 

apply with effect from 1st July, 2018. 

 

• Reduction in tax rates for individuals: 

Presently, there are seven taxable slabs for non-salaried individuals with the 

highest slab having a tax rate of 35% whereas there are eleven taxable 

slabs for salaried individuals with the highest slab having a tax rate of 30%. In 

pursuance of the policy announced by the Prime Minister the Income Tax 

(Amendment) Ordinance, 2018 [Ordinance No. V of 2018] was 

promulgated on April 08, 2018. In a bid to provide relief to individuals 

(including salaried individuals) the maximum tax rate for all individuals has 

been reduced to 15% and five taxable slabs for all individuals have been 

introduced including a nominal tax slab of Rs.1000/- for persons earning 

income exceeding Rs.400,000/- upto Rs.800,000/- and another nominal 

income tax slab of Rs.2000/- for persons earning income exceeding 

Rs.800,000/- upto Rs. 1,200,000/-. 

 

• Reduction in corporate tax rates: 

In a bid to promote and incentivize companies and bolster their 

competitiveness, the corporate tax rates shall be reduced from 30% in Tax 

Year 2018 to 25% in Tax Year 2023.The corporate tax rate will be 29% in Tax 

Year 2019 and will be reduced by 1% each year upto Tax Year 2023. i.e the 

corporate tax rate shall be 29% for Tax Year 2019, 28% for Tax Year 2020, 27% 

for Tax Year 2021,26% for Tax Year 2022 and 25% for Tax Year 2023. 

 

• Reduction in Tax Rates for Association of Persons: 

Consequent to reduction in tax rates for individuals through the Income Tax 

(Amendment) Ordinance, 2008, the tax rates for Association of Persons 

have become considerably higher compared to those for individuals which 

places the AoPs in a disadvantageous position. The existing threshold of 

taxable income for AoPs is Rs.400,000 and there are seven progressive tax 

slabs with the highest slab having a tax rate 35%. In order to ensure fair and 
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equitable treatment and to encourage businesses formed as AoPs the 

highest tax rate for AOP‟s has been reduced to 30% and the existing seven 

slabs have been reduced to six slabs as under:- 

 

S. No. Taxable Income Rate of Tax 

1. 
Where the taxable income 

does not exceed Rs.400,000 

0% 

2. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs.400,000 but does 

not exceed Rs.1,200,000 

5% of the amount exceeding 

Rs.400,000 

3. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs.1,200,000 but does 

not exceed Rs.2,400,000 

Rs.40,000 + 10% of the amount 

exceeding Rs.1,200,000 

4. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs. 2,400,000 but does 

not exceed Rs.3,600,000 

Rs.160,000 + 15% of the amount 

exceeding Rs.2,400,000 

5. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs. 3,600,000 but does 

not exceed Rs.4,800,000 

Rs.340,000 + 20% of the amount 

exceeding Rs.3,600,000 

6. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs. 4,800,000 but does 

not exceed Rs.6,000,000 

Rs.580,000 + 25% of the amount 

exceeding Rs.4,800,000 

7. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs.6,000,000 

Rs.880,000 + 30% of the amount 

exceeding Rs.6,000,000 

 

• Institution of tax reforms in the real estate sector: 

Widespread tax reforms have been envisaged for streamlining the issues 

related 

to the real estate sector. The salient features of such tax reforms are as 

under:- 

(i) Property transactions shall be recorded at the value declared by the 

buyer and the seller. 

(ii) Property rates notified by FBR (for the purpose of collection of taxes 

on sale purchase of property) and DC rates are to be abolished. 

(iii) At the Federal level , a one percent adjustable advance tax from the 

purchaser on the declared value shall be collected and this tax shall 

replace the existing withholding tax on sellers and purchasers of 

property. 

(iv) Non-filers shall not be permitted to purchase property having 

declared value exceeding four million rupees. 

(v) Provinces shall be requested to abolish the provincial rates for the 

collection of stamp duty (commonly known as DC rates) and to 

collect a total of one percent tax under stamp duty and capital 

value tax on the value declared by the buyer and the seller of 
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property. 

(vi) In order to deter under-declaration and consequent loss of revenue, 

FBR shall have the right to purchase any property within six months of 

registration by paying a certain amount over and above the 

declared value which may be 100 percent in the fiscal year 2018-19, 

75 percent in the fiscal year 2019-20 and 50 percent in the fiscal year 

2020-21 and thereafter. 

In order to implement the above measures, enabling provisions shall be 

incorporated in the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. Detailed procedure(s) 

and the date of coming into force of the above measures shall be notified 

later. 

 

• Successive reduction in the rates of super tax: 

Presently the rate of super tax under section 4B of the Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001 is 4% for banking companies and 3% for persons other then 

banking companies having income of Rs.500 Million and above. In order to 

encourage, incentivize and increase the competitiveness of companies 

and to enable them to contribute optimally towards economic growth, 

super tax shall be gradually withdrawn. It will be continued at the same rate 

for the financial year 2017-2018, however, the rate of super tax for both 

banking as well as non-banking persons shall be reduced by 1% for each 

successive year starting from the financial year 2018-19. 

 

• Reduction in tax rate on undistributed profit: 

Presently under section 5A of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 public 

companies are obliged to distribute at least 40% of their after tax profits 

through cash or issuance of bonus shares within six months of the end of the 

financial year, failing which such companies are subjected to tax @ 7.5% of 

their accounting profit (before tax). In order to create a balance between 

safeguarding the interest of shareholders as well as facilitating capital 

formation through retention of corporate profit earnings for future 

investments, the condition of distributing 40% of after tax profits is being 

reduced to 20% and the applicable tax rate on accounting profit in case of 

failure to distribute such dividend is being reduced from 7.5% to 5%. 

 

• Extension of tax credits upto 30th June, 2021: 

Tax credit under section 65B is available to companies for the purpose of 

extension, expansion, balancing, modernization and replacement of plant 

& machinery at the rate of 10% of the amount invested. Further, tax credit 

under section 65D is available to companies setting up a new industrial 

undertaking for a period of five years. Tax credit under section 65E is 

available to companies for the purchase and installation of plant & 

machinery through at least 70% new equity. The above tax credits can be 

availed by companies making investments upto 30.6.2019. In order to 
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incentivize investment and setting up of industrial undertakings 

/manufacturing concerns such tax credits are being extended for two more 

years upto 30th June, 2021. 

 

• Revamping the mechanism of Alternative Dispute Resolution: 

The concept of alternative dispute resolution was introduced to provide an 

avenue for the expeditious settlement of disputes between FBR and 

taxpayers and to reduce the high pendency of cases at various appellate 

forums. Presently, the recommendation of the Alternative Dispute resolution 

committee is not binding upon the taxpayer or FBR, therefore it has not 

been effective in mitigating the hardship of taxpayers who are still 

compelled to go through a protracted litigation process. In a bid to make 

the mechanism of ADRC effective, the decision of the ADRC committee 

has been made binding upon both the taxpayer as well as the department 

pursuant to withdrawal of appeals by the taxpayer as well as the 

department. The composition of the members of ADRC shall also be 

changed to enable retired High Court Justices and tax professionals to be 

included in the Committee in addition to representatives of 

FBR.Remuneration for the members of the ADRC shall be as prescribed 

under the Income Tax Rules ,2002. 

 

• Abolition of automatic selection for audit on late filing of return: Presently, a 

person is automatically selected for audit under section 214D of the 

Ordinance if return of income is filed after the due date specified under the 

law or after the extended time allowed by the Board or the Commissioner. 

The concept of automatic selection for audit causes hardship for taxpayers 

and may discourage new taxpayers. Section 214D relating to automatic 

selection for audit is therefore being omitted. Simultaneously, a penalty has 

been introduced whereby late filers of income tax returns shall not be 

entitled to have their names placed on the active taxpayers list nor will such 

late filers be entitled to claim brought forward losses for the tax year for 

which return is filed late. 

 

• Audit by Commissioner to be restricted to once in three years: 

In order to facilitate taxpayers who may be subjected to audit repetitively, 

FBR in its audit policy has announced that a taxpayer shall not be selected 

for audit by the Board more than once in three years through computer 

ballot. However, under section 177 of the Ordinance the Commissioner may 

also select a case for audit in successive tax years on the basis of reasons to 

be recorded in writing. In order to facilitate taxpayers who have been 

subjected to audit repeatedly the powers of a Commissioner to select a 

case for audit under section 177 of the Ordinance have been curtailed to 

once in three years except with the prior approval of the Board in 

exceptional circumstances. 
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• Reduced rate of advance tax on banking transactions by non-filers: Under 

section 236P of the Ordinance banks are obliged to collect advance tax at 

the rate of 0.6% from non-filers on non-cash banking transactions (such as 

transfer of funds through demand draft, pay order, cash deposit receipt 

cheques/clearing, online transfers, direct debit, telegraphic transfers etc) 

which are in excess of Rs.50,000/- per day. This rate has temporarily been 

reduced to 0.4% and is extended periodically pursuant to the 

recommendation of the ECC of the Cabinet. In order to provide certainty 

and to allay concerns regarding likelihood of restoration of 0.6% tax, such 

rate of tax for non-filers has been reduced to 0.4% on a permanent basis. 

 

• Withholding tax on issuance of bonus shares to be withdrawn: Presently, 

receipt of bonus shares is included in the definition of income and 

withholding tax under section 236M and 236N of the Income Tax Ordinance, 

2001 is charged @ 5% on the issuance of bonus shares to shareholders. In 

order to encourage capital formation and enable companies to issue 

bonus shares in lieu of dividends to improve their liquidity, withholding tax on 

issuance of bonus shares has been withdrawn and receipt of bonus shares 

has been ousted from the definition of income under the Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001. 

 

• Enhancing limit of tax credit for investment in shares: 

A resident person, other than a company, is allowed a tax credit for 

acquiring new shares offered by a public company listed on the stock 

exchange, sukuks offered by a listed company or upon payment of life 

insurance premium to a life insurance company. Such tax credit is limited to 

the extent of 20% of taxable income for the year, total cost of acquiring 

shares/sukuks or 1.5 Million Rupees 

whichever is less.In order to incentivize investment in shares/sukuks the limit 

of 1.5 Million Rupees has been increased to 2 Million Rupees. 

 

• Reduction in Minimum threshold of payment of tax to preclude recovery of 

tax: 

Presently under section 140 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 taxpayers 

have the option of preventing recovery of tax through attachment of bank 

accounts etc, if 25% of the tax due is paid by the taxpayer during the 

pendency of appeal before the Commissioner (Appeals). In order to 

provide relief and facilitate taxpayers, the minimum threshold of payment 

of tax to preclude recovery of tax during pendency of first appeal has been 

reduced from 25% to 10% of the tax payable. 
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• Increase in minimum threshold of tax deduction on payment for goods and 

services: 

At present tax is deducted by withholding agents under section 153 of the 

Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 if payments for services exceeds Rs.10,000 and 

if payments for supply of goods exceeds Rs.25,000/-. In order to provide 

relief to withholding agents the minimum threshold of tax deduction on 

goods and services has been enhanced three-fold from Rs.10,000/- to 

Rs.30,000/- in the case of payments for provision of services and from 

Rs.25,000/- to Rs.75,000/- in the case of payments for supply of goods. 

 

• Obligation to act as withholding agent to be deferred to the succeeding 

year: 

Individuals and AOP‟s become liable to act as withholding agents under 

section 153 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 if their annual turnover 

exceeds Rs.50 Million per annum. Such persons are not prepared to 

discharge their obligations as a withholding tax agent immediately upon 

crossing the 50 Million threshold for turnover during the currency of a tax 

year. In order to provide relief, persons crossing the threshold of turnover of 

Rs. 50 Million during a Tax Year shall be obliged to discharge their 

obligations as a withholding tax agent in the succeeding tax year. 

 

• Reduction in penalty for failure to file withholding statements within the due 

date: 

The existing penalty, under section 182 of the Ordinance for failure to file 

withholding tax statements within the due date is Rs. 2,500 per day subject 

to a minimum penalty of Rs.10,000/-. This penalty is perceived as severe for 

withholding agents who have nil liability to pay tax or for those who have 

deducted and deposited the tax withheld within the prescribed time limit 

but could not file withholding tax statement. In order to provide relief to 

withholding tax agents who have deposited tax within the due date but 

have failed to file their withholding tax statements, the minimum penalty for 

failure to file such withholding tax statements has been reduced from 

Rs.10,000/- to Rs.5000/- and only the proposed minimum penalty of Rs.5000/- 

may be imposed if withholding tax statement is filed within three months of 

the due date. However existing penalty of Rs. 2,500/- per day (from the due 

date of filing of withholding tax statement) would apply if the statement is 

filed after a period of three months from the due date. 

 

• Extension in reduced rate of minimum tax for large trading houses: 

Companies qualifying as large trading houses upon fulfillment of certain 

conditions specified in clause (57) of Part-IV of the Second Schedule have 

the facility of reduced rate of minimum tax @ 0.5% up to the tax Year 2019. 

In order to promote and encourage the growth of such entities, the facility 
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of reduced rate of minimum tax is being extended for another two years 

upto 30th June, 2021. 

 

• Relief for taxpayers filing returns in AJ&K and Gilgit-Baltistan: Persons 

conducting various businesses/transactions within the territory of Pakistan 

and filing their income tax returns in the territories of AJ&K and Gilgit-

Baltistan are subjected to higher withholding tax rates applicable to non-

filers as their names do not appear in the Active Taxpayers list being 

maintained by FBR. In order to mitigate the hardship of such persons, it has 

been decided that the persons appearing on the Active Taxpayers List 

maintained by the Inland Revenue Department in AJ&K and the Gilgit-

Baltistan Council Board of Revenue shall be treated as filers under the 

Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 

 

• Collection of advance tax on purchase of property in installments: Advance 

tax under section 236K of the Ordinance is collected from the purchaser of 

property at the time of transfer of such property. In cases where payments 

for purchase of property are made in installments the purchaser has to bear 

the entire burden of collection of such advance tax at the time of transfer 

or property. In order to provide relief to persons purchasing property in 

installments, advance tax on purchase of property shall be collected 

piecemeal with each installment. 

 

• Reduction in withholding tax rate of dividend paid by a REIT scheme:  

 Tax is required to be deducted at the rate of 12.5% from a filer upon 

payment of dividend by a REIT Scheme. In order to promote REIT schemes in 

Pakistan the rate of withholding tax on payment of dividend by a rental REIT 

Scheme to a filer has been reduced from 12.5% to 7.5%. 

 

• Exemption from withholding tax on issuance of bonus shares to Mutual 

Funds: 

Income derived from mutual funds is exempt from income tax if not less 

than ninety percent of the accounting income of that year is distributed 

amongst shareholders. However, mutual funds are subjected to withholding 

tax @ 5% on issuance of bonus shares. In order to operationalize exemption 

from income tax already available to mutual funds, such funds have now 

been exempted from withholding tax on issuance of bonus shares. 

 

• Promoting microfinance banks: 

Non-profit organizations, trusts and welfare institutions are entitled to 100% 

tax credit on their income from certain specified heads under section 100C 

of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. One of the incomes that qualifies for 

credit under section 100C is profit on debt from scheduled banks. 

Resultantly, non-profit organizations are incentivized to keep their 
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investments in scheduled banks instead of opting for microfinance banks. In 

order to promote microfinance banks, profit on debt derived by non-profit 

organizations from micro-finance banks shall also qualify as income eligible 

for 100% credit under section 100C of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 

 

• Relief to members of the Stock Exchange: 

The tax collected by the Stock Exchange from its members @ 0.02% on the 

purchase and sale of shares under section 233A of the Ordinance is 

currently treated as final tax. The tax on commission earned by members of 

the stock exchange has now been made adjustable. 

 

• Incentivizing film making in Pakistan: 

In order to encourage and promote film-making in Pakistan, 50% tax rebate 

shall be allowed to foreign film makers making films in Pakistan and a 50% 

tax reduction in income tax liability shall be allowed to companies deriving 

income from film making for a period of five years. 

 

• Exemption for allowances of Armed Forces Personnel: 

Various allowances being given to Armed Forces Personnel i.e Kit 

allowance, Ration Allowance, Special Messing Allowance, SSG Allowance, 

Northern Areas Compensatory Allowance, Special pay for Northern Areas 

and Height Allowance are being exempted from tax. 

 

• Pakistan Mortgage Refinance Company Limited: 

PMRC is a key initiative of the State Bank of Pakistan and has been 

established for promoting affordable housing finance for the middle and 

low income groups. It aims at expansion of the primary residential mortgage 

market by issuing bonds and sukuks to raise funds. In order to encourage this 

initiative aimed towards provision of affordable housing finance for middle 

and low income groups the income of Pakistan Mortgage Refinance 

Company is being exempted under clause (66) of Part-I of the Second 

Schedule to the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. Exemption has also been 

accorded to income and gains derived by investors from PMRC bonds 

issued to refinance the residential mortgage market. Exemption has also 

been accorded to capital gains tax on the resale of PMRC bonds by the 

investors to encourage its marketing/increase its attractiveness 

 

• Rationalization of tax rate on the import of coal: 

Tax collected @ 5.5% (from companies) and 6% (from persons other than 

companies) on coal imported by commercial importers/large trading 

houses constitutes final tax. In order to reduce the direct cost of 

manufacturing businesses utilizing coal, the tax rate on import of coal by 

manufacturers as well as commercial importers has been reduced to 4% for 

filers and 6% for non-filers. 
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REVENUE MEASURES 

 

• Carry forward of depreciation losses: 

Presently unabsorbed depreciation losses can be carried forward 

indefinitely until they are completely absorbed /adjusted against business 

income. This tax regime leads to payment of less or nil tax liability for many 

years. The set off of brought forward depreciation losses have now been 

limited to the extent of fifty per cent of the business income for a Tax Year 

except in instances where the taxable income is upto Rs. 10 million. Hence 

taxpayers will still be entitled to carry forward unabsorbed depreciation 

losses indefinitely, however, such carry forward will be staggered over a 

greater number of years. 

 

• Withholding tax on payments remitted abroad through credit/debit/ prepaid 

cards: 

Credit cards/debit cards are being utilized to pay for foreign travel, lodging, 

shopping etc and also for online shopping from merchants outside Pakistan. 

This results in outward flow of foreign remittance through the banks issuing 

such credit/debit cards. There is also a need to document such transactions 

in order to complement efforts aimed towards broadening of the tax base. 

Banks issuing credit /debit cards will now be obliged to collect 1% advance 

tax from filers and 3% advance tax from non-filers in respect of credit/debit 

card transactions resulting in outward flow of remittances from Pakistan. 

 

• Tax at import stage on commercial importers: 

At present the tax collected under section 148 of the Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001 from commercial importers at the import stage is final tax, 

therefore, commercial importers are not required to file their return of 

income and compute their taxable income. This leads to under-invoicing, 

domestic transfer pricing and evasion of tax. Tax collected from commercial 

importers at the import stage shall now constitute minimum tax instead of 

final tax, therefore, commercial importers shall be required to file their 

returns of income depicting their taxable income(s). This measure is also a 

step towards gradual phasing out of the final tax regime. 

 

• Rationalization of withholding tax rates for non-filers: 

FBR has consistently espoused the policy of creating a distinction between 

compliant and non-compliant taxpayers. In order to enhance the cost of 

doing business for non-filers, withholding tax rates have been increased for 

non-filers in the case of supplies/sale of goods and contracts under section 

153 of the Ordinance. For sales/supplies, the rate of tax for non-filers has 

been increased from 7% to 8% in the case of companies and from 7.75% to 

9% in the case of persons not being companies. For contracts, the rate of 
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tax for non-filers has been increased from 12% to 14% in the case of 

companies and from 12.5% to 15% in the case of persons not being 

companies. 

 

• Minimum tax for marriage halls: 

Marriage halls, banquet halls, commercial lawns etc are mandated to 

collect 5% of the bill in respect of functions under section 236D of the 

Ordinance. In order to improve and streamline the collection of this tax, 

marriage halls are now required to collect either 5% of the bill or Rs.20,000/- 

per function in major cities and Rs.10,000/- per function in the remaining 

cities , whichever is higher. 

 

• Non-recognition of capital gain on gift to be restricted to relatives: No gain 

or loss is taken to arise on the disposal of an asset by reason of a gift of the 

asset under sections 37 and 79 of the Ordinance i.e. it is treated as a non-

recognition event, therefore, no liability for capital gains tax arises. Such 

nonrecognition shall now be restricted to gifts given to "relatives” of an 

individual as defined in section 85(5) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 

 

• Payments made for services to permanent establishments of nonresidents: 

Tax deducted on payments to resident persons for rendering or providing of 

services under section 153(1 )(b) of the Ordinance constitutes minimum tax 

whereas tax deducted on similar payments being made to permanent 

establishments of non-resident persons does not constitute minimum tax. This 

treatment is prejudicial to resident persons as they are at a comparative 

disadvantage viz-a-viz non-residents having permanent establishments in 

Pakistan. In order to provide a level playing field, the tax deductible on 

services rendered /provided by permanent establishments of non-resident 

persons shall also be treated as minimum tax. 

 

• Tax on Dealers Margin of a Petrol Pump Operator: 

At present, OMC‟s selling petroleum products to a petrol pump operator 

deduct tax @ 12% from filers and 17.5% from non-filers on commission or 

discount allowed to a petrol pump operator. As the prices of high speed 

diesel are to be deregulated tax on dealers margin shall now be collected 

on ex-depot sale price of HSD (excluding dealers margin) at the rate of 0.5% 

from a filer and 1% from a non-filer. 

 

TECHNICAL MEASURES 

 

• Time limit for taking cognizance of concealed income arising outside 

Pakistan: 

Cognizance of concealed income earned/arising in Pakistan can be taken 

within five years from the end of the financial year in which the return of 
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income is filed in terms of the time limit delineated under section 122 of the 

Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. An amendment has been made in section 

111(2) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 whereby concealed income 

earned/arising from outside Pakistan may be taxed in the tax year prior to 

the year of discovery of such unexplained income or asset. 

 

• Foreign remittances through normal banking channels: 

Prior to the promulgation of the Income Tax (Amendment) Ordinance, 2008 

a person was not required to explain the nature as well as the source of any 

amount of foreign exchange which is remitted from outside Pakistan 

through normal banking channels and subsequently encashed into 

Pakistani Rupees by any scheduled bank .In order to discourage whitening 

of untaxed money and legitimizing tax evaded incomes through this 

conduit, amendment has been made in section 111(4) of the Ordinance 

whereby persons would be required to explain the source of investment if 

the amount of foreign remittances in a year exceeds Rs.10 million. 

 

• Furnishing of Foreign Income and Assets Statement: 

A new section 116A has been inserted whereby it has been made 

mandatory for resident individuals to furnish a foreign income and assets 

statement alongwith return of income if such individual earns foreign 

income equivalent to or exceeding USD 10,000/- or is the owner of foreign 

assets having a value equivalent to or exceeding USD 100,000-. The foreign 

income and assets statement shall contain particulars/details regarding 

total foreign assets and liabilities (as on the last day of the Tax Year) as well 

as details of foreign assets transferred to another person during the tax year 

and consideration received in lieu of such transfer. Complete particulars of 

foreign income earned and the expenditures incurred for earning such 

income shall also be furnished through this statement. 

 

• Return of Income to be filed mandatorily by a person required to furnish 

Foreign Income and Assets Statement: 

If an individual meets the conditions stipulated in section 116A of the 

Income Tax Ordinance,2001 with respect to earning of foreign income or 

ownership of foreign assets, such individual shall mandatorily be required to 

file return of Income Tax alongwith foreign income and assets statement in 

terms of section 114(2)(f) of the Ordinance. 

 

• Time limitation for issuance of a notice calling for return of income in case of 

foreign income /assets: 

Through the Income Tax (Amendment) Ordinance, 2018 a proviso has been 

added in sub-section (5) of section 114 whereby the time limit for issuance 

of a notice calling for return shall not apply if the Commissioner is satisfied 

on the basis of reasons to be recorded in writing that a person who failed to 
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furnish his return has foreign income or owns foreign assets. 

 

• Penalty for failure to furnish Foreign Income and Assets Statement: A 

person who fails to furnish Foreign Income and Assets statement within the 

due date shall also ,be subject to levy of penalty of 2% of the foreign 

income or value of the foreign assets for each year of default under section 

182 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 

 

• Purchase of property by non-filers: 

Non-filers shall be prohibited from purchasing property having declared 

value exceeding Rs.4 million. 

 

• Purchase of new motor vehicles: 

Non-filers shall not be permitted to purchase new motor vehicles 

manufactured in Pakistan or new imported vehicles. 

 

• Time limitation in best judgement assessment: 

Notice to furnish a return of income under section 114(4) of the Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001 can be issued for one or more of the last ten completed 

tax years to a person who has not filed return of income for any of the last 

five tax years. However, presently best judgement assessment under section 

121 of the Ordinance can only be made for the last five years .Necessary 

amendment has been made whereby best judgement assessment under 

section 121, in the aforementioned instance can be made within two years 

from the end of the tax year in which notice to file return of income has 

been issued. 

 

• Legal cover to electronic service of notices: 

Necessary amendment has been made in section 218 of the Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001 to grant legal sanctity to service of notices through 

electronic mode. 

 

• Builders and Developers specified as withholding agents: 

Individuals and AOP‟s having turnover of Rs. 50 Million or above in a Tax 

Year are obliged to act as withholding agents whilst making payments for 

goods, services and contracts under section 153 of the Income Tax 

Ordinance,2001. Builders and Developers have now specifically been 

included in the ambit of withholding tax agents for the purpose of section 

153 of the Ordinance regardless of the quantum of their turnover. 

 

• Allowing credit of tax to companies as per their share in an AOP: 

In cases where a company is a member of an association of persons, the 

company has to file a separate return in respect of its share of income in the 

AOP. However, tax is deducted in the name of the AOP and the company 
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is unable to take credit of tax deducted against income declared by the 

company. In order to alleviate the hardship of companies being members 

of an AOP, necessary amendment has been made to enable companies 

to take credit of tax deducted in the name of the AOP in the same 

proportion as the share of the company in the profits of the AOP. 

 

• Exemption from capital gains on disposal of immovable property by 

dependents of Shaheeds: 

Capital gains on sale of immovable property by a dependent of a Shaheed 

belonging to Pakistan Armed Forces as well as dependent of a person who 

dies in service of Pakistan Armed Forces or Federal or Provincial Government 

is taxed at the rate of 0% irrespective of the holding period. However, zero 

percent rate is applicable to persons mentioned in sub-section (4) of section 

236C which was omitted through the Presidential Order dated 31.08.2016. 

Necessary amendment has been made to ensure grant of exemption to 

dependents of the above persons as originally intended. 

 

• Streamlining procedure for payment of advance tax: 

At present, a taxpayer can file a lower estimate of advance tax without 

furnishing any basis of such lower estimate. Provisions of law have been 

streamlined so that a lower estimate is accompanied by an estimate of the 

turnover of the remaining quarters, reasons for any projected decline in 

turnover, documentary evidence of any claim of expenses resulting in 

lowering of estimate and computation of estimated taxable income. In 

case the estimate is not supported with adequate basis, the Commissioner 

shall have the mandate to reject the lower estimate and the taxpayer shall 

be required to pay advance tax on the basis of his turnover for the quarter. 

In order to streamline computation of advance tax where the taxpayer has 

not paid advance tax and his turnover for the quarter is not known, turnover 

for the quarter shall be taken to be 10% higher than one-fourth of the 

turnover for the year. 

 

Banking companies are required to pay advance tax in 12 monthly 

installments but lower estimate is not allowable as per the Seventh 

Schedule. The existing provision of law has been clarified by technical 

amendments in the Seventh Schedule. Furthermore, banks are required to 

pay advance tax in 12 "equal” installments , however, banks interpret the 

term "equal” to imply that the amount of advance tax paid in the first 

month shall also be paid in all subsequent months.An enabling provision has 

been provided in law for collection of advance tax from banks on the basis 

of their actual income. 

 

• Foreign loss of Branch of a Resident Bank: 

As per section 104, a foreign-source loss of a person shall be carried forward 
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and adjusted only against foreign income of the person. Resident banks 

having foreign branches adjust their foreign-source loss against their 

Pakistan-source income. Banks are allowed provisions for advances and off 

balance sheet items but where such deductions in respect of foreign 

branches results in loss, such loss can only be adjusted against foreign 

source income. Necessary amendment in line with section 104 has been 

introduced in Rule 1(c) of the Seventh Schedule to the Ordinance so that 

provisions for advances and off balance sheet items of foreign branches of 

resident banks cannot be claimed as a deduction against their income. 

 

• International obligations: 

During the last three to four years Pakistan has become signatory to various 

international tax agreements. The primary purpose of these agreements is to 

prevent profit shifting from Pakistan and safeguard our tax base. Through 

these agreements data would be exchanged between various tax 

jurisdictions. International tax organizations such as OECD, UN and CATA 

would facilitate jurisdictions in plugging anti-abuse measures in the 

domestic tax laws through their recommendations. Obligations on part of 

the signatories to adopt these measures are commonly known as BEPS 

Action Points (Base Erosion and Profit Shifting). Out of a total of 15 actions 

proposed by OECD, five have already been implemented by Pakistan. Four 

actions are required to be implemented through administrative measures 

and assistance by international tax auditors in audit. The following six anti-

abuse provisions shall now be implemented:- 

i. Splitting of contracts (Avoiding tax by splitting the composite 

contracts into number of contracts). 

ii. Offshore indirect transfers (Taxation of gain arising on transfer of assets 

located in Pakistan and transferred to non-residents outside Pakistan 

through sale of shares indirectly). 

iii. Taxation of Offshore digital services (Availing current loopholes in tax 

legislation to avoid payment of tax in Pakistan by non-residents 

whereas residents are taxable). 

iv. Abuse of treaty provisions (Designing a tax avoidance scheme by 

introducing a new entity with no economic substance in jurisdictions 

with which Pakistan has favourable treaties). 

v. Re-characterization of income (The provision of law is already in the 

Ordinance and is to be streamlined in accordance with international 

best practices to plug tax avoidance loopholes). 

vi. Controlled Foreign Companies Rules (Taxing passive income parked 

outside Pakistan by domestic multinational companies for tax 

deferral). 
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SALES TAX SALIENT FEATURES  

 

 Exemption from sales tax on import of paper weighing 60 g/m2 by Federal or 

Provincial Governments and Nashiran-e-Quran registered with the 

Government for printing of Holy Quran. 

 Waiver of value addition tax @ 3% chargeable on import of LNG. 

 Reduced rate of sales tax from 17% to 12% on import of LNG by M/s PSO and 

M/s PLL and on supply of RLNG by these companies to M/s SNGPL. 

 Reduced rate of sales tax @ 3% on all fertilizers across the board. 

 Reduction in rate from 10% to 5% on supply of natural gas to fertilizer plants 

for use as feed stock. 

 Exemption of sales tax on LNG imported by fertilizer manufacturers for use as 

feed stock. 

 Exemption from sales tax to Fans for Dairy Farms, Preparations for Making 

Animal Feed and Bovine Semen.  

 Exemption from sales tax to Fish Feed. 

 Reduction in sales tax on agriculture machinery is from 7% to 5%. 

 Exemption to Karachi Shipyard Engineering Works Limited on import of 

machinery, equipment, raw materials, components etc. 

 Exemption on import of 21 types of computer parts imported by 

manufacturers of personal computers and laptops. 

 Exemption on import of promotional and advertising materials for display at 

exhibitions. 

 Reduced rate of sales tax @ 5% on import of 19 items of cinematographic 

equipment. 

 One time exemption of sales tax on import of plant and machinery for 

setting up of Special Economic Zone. 

 Zero rating on Stationery items. 

 Sales tax of 6% on import of ready to use articles of artificial leather. 

 Further tax @1% on local supply of finished fabric. 

 Exemption of extra tax and further tax @ 2% to Pakistani foam 

manufacturers. 

 Exemption from sales tax on import of hearing aids equipment. 

 Exemption from value addition tax on import of second hand worn clothing 

and footwear.  

 The amount of tax to qualify for automatic stay till disposal of appeal by the 

Commissioner (Appeals) is being reduced from 25% to 10%. 

 Introduction of provisions for giving appeal effect. 
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 Sales tax audit can be conducted only once in three years. 

 Reduction of sales tax on import and supplies of furnace oil from 20% to 17%. 

 Input tax adjustment is being allowed on packing materials to five export 

oriented sectors. 

 Rate of sales tax is being reduced from 17% to 12% on import of lithium iron 

phosphate batteries. 

 The rate of further tax is enhanced from 2% to 3%. 

 The rate of sales tax on import and supply of finished articles of leather and 

textile sector is being increased to 9%. However, all those branded outlets 

which will be integrated through electronic fiscal devices with FBR online 

system shall be charged sales tax @6%. 

 Rate of sales tax for steel sector is being increased to Rs. 13 per unit of 

electricity consumed. Moreover, the rate of sales tax for other allied steel 

industries i.e. ship breakers and re-rollers is also being rationalized. 

 Scope of services under Islamabad Capital Territory (Tax on Services) 

Ordinance, 2001 is being increased. 

 Input tax paid on import of scrap of compressors is being disallowed. 

 Rate of default surcharge is changed from KIBOR plus 3% per annum to 12% 

per annum. 

 Non-adjustable/non-refundable sales tax @ 5% on import of capital goods, 

for transmission line projects. 
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FEDERAL EXCISE SALIENT FEATURES 

 

 

 Exemption of duty on commission paid by State Bank of Pakistan and its 

subsidiaries to banking companies for handling banking services of Federal 

or Provincial Governments. 

 Federal excise audit can be conducted only once in three years. 

 The rate of duty on locally produced cigarettes is being enhanced. 

 Duty on cement is increased from 1.25 per kg to Rs. 1.50 per kg. 

 Rate of default surcharge is changed from KIBOR plus 3% per annum to 12% 

per annum. 

 The amount of tax to qualify for automatic stay till disposal of appeal by the 

Commissioner (Appeals) is being reduced from 25% to 10%. 

 Introduction of provisions for giving appeal effect. 
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CUSTOMS SALIENT FEATURES 

 

 To standardize printing and preservation of Holy Quran, import of duty free 

paper weighing 60 g/m2 is allowed besides extending this facility to Nashir-

e-Quran registered with the government. 

 Duty on raw materials / inputs of 104 items has been withdrawn and 28 items 

has been reduced. 

 Reduction of duty on Multi-ply and Aluminum foil from 20% to 18% for Liquid 

Food Packaging Industry. 

 Reduction of duty on finished rooms (Pre-fabricated structures) from 20% to 

10% for setting up of new hotels/motels. 

 Exemption of duty on bovine semen. 

 Duty on preparations for making animal feed reduced from 10% to 5%. 

  Duty on fans for corporate dairy farmers allowed at concessionary rate of 

3%. 

 Reduction of duty on growth promoters premix, vitamin premix, Vitamin B12 

and Vitamin H2 for poultry sector from 10% to 5%. 

 Reduction of duty  on input materials for manufacturing of Optical Fiber 

Cables. 

 Duty on specified equipment used in cinema industry reduced to 3%. 

 Withdrawal of 11 % duty on acrylic tow. 

 Exemption of 3% duty on Micro Feeder Equipment used for food fortification. 

 Exemption of 5% duty on Tasigna (an anti-cancer medicines). 

 Reduction of duty on Acetic Acid from 20% to 16%. 

 Exemption of 16% duty on charging stations for electric vehicles. 

 Reduction of duty on plasters from 16% to 11 %. 

 Reduction of duty on film of ethylene from 20% to 16% for Liquid Food 

Packaging Industry. 

 Reduction of duty on Carbon Black (rubber grade) from 20% to 16%. 

 Reduction of concessionary rate of duty from 10% to 5% on silicon electrical 

steel sheets for manufacturing transformers. 

 Exemption of 5% duty on specified LED parts and components for 

manufacturers of LED lights and Levy of 2% RD on LED bulb & Tubes, Energy 

Saving Bulbs & Tube to protect local industry. 

 Exemption of 3% duty on tanned hides in wet state. 

 Withdrawal of duty on two catalysts for use by PTA industry. 

 Reduction of duty from 16% to 8% on Coils of aluminium alloys used in 

manufacturing of Aluminium beverage cans. 
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 Reduction of duty on import of coal, across the Board, from 5% to 3%. 

 Reduction of duty on import of Fire fighting vehicles from 30% to 10%. 

 Concessionary import of vintage or classic cars and jeeps at fix duty/taxes 

of US$ 5,000. 

 Reduction of duty from 50% to 25% and Exemption of 15% RD on Electric 

Vehicles and duty on kits of electric vehicle reduced from 50% to 10%. 

 Import of solar panels were exempted from the condition of „local 

manufacturing‟ till 30th June 2018 which is extended till 30th June, 2019. 

 Increase of CD on double-sided tape from 3% to 11 %. 

 To protect domestic manufacturers, increase of duty on rickshaw tyres from 

11% to 20%. 

 Increase of duty on Soya bean oil from Rs.9050/MT & Rs.10200/MT to 

Rs.12000/MT and Rs. 13,200/MT respectively. 

 Increase of duty on aluminum auto parts scrap from 30% to 35%. 

 Increase of duty on Di-octyl Terephthalate (DOTP) from 3% to 20%. 

 Reduction of duty from 16% to 11 % and levy of 5% RD on Medium Density 

Fiber. 

 Reduction of duty on corrective glasses from 11 % to 3%. 

 Reduction of duty on Lithium iron phosphate battery (LiFePO4) from 11 % to 

8%. 

 New PCT codes created for Radial tyres, CKD/SKD kits for home appliances, 

CKD / SKD of Mobile Phone, Semi-automatic washing machines, Petrol 

Generating sets, Kerosene based mineral oils, Relays, Fuses, Gear pumps 

and Turbo chargers for vehicles, Electric conductors, Light fittings with 

fixed/fitted LED/SMD, , Refrigerated out door cabinet designed for insertion 

of electric and electronic apparatus, Digital/Processed Printing Inks, DOTP 

(Di-Octyl Terephthalate) and Pigments and preparations based thereon. 

 Levy of 30% RD on export of waste & scrap of copper. 

 Review of RD on non-essential and luxury items. 

 10% RD levied on CKD/SKD kits of specified Home Appliance. 

 Levy of RD @ Rs.175/set on CKD/SKD kits of mobile phone. 

 Increase of additional customs duty from 1% to 2%. 
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INCOME TAX ORDINANCE 2001 
AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE FINANCE BILL, 2018 

 
Through Finance Bill 2018, following further amendments are proposed to be 
incorporated in the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 (XLIX of 2001): 
 

DEFINITIONS SECTION 2 
 

In the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, Section 2, after clause (22A) a new clause 

(22B) has been added which defines “fee for offshore digital services” as follows;  

“any consideration for providing or rendering services by a nonresident 

person for online advertising including digital advertising space, designing, 

creating, hosting or maintenance of websites, digital or cyber space for 

websites, advertising, e-mails, online computing, blogs, online content and 

online data, providing any facility or service for uploading, storing or 

distribution of digital content including digital text, digital audio or digital 

video, online collection or processing of data related to users in Pakistan, 

any facility for online sale of goods or services or any other online facility.” 

The definition for a filer has been enhanced in clause (23A). A taxpayer whose 

name appears in the active taxpayers list issued by the AJ&K Council Board of 

Revenue or Gilgit-Baltistan Council Board of Revenue shall also be considered a 

filer. Previously, this was limited to the active taxpayers list issued by the Board. 

The term “income” has been redefined in clause 29 to exclude the receipt of 

bonus shares. 

The definition of a permanent establishment in clause 41 has been extended to 

include: 

i. an agent who habitually plays the principal role leading to the conclusion of 

contracts that are routinely concluded without material modification by the 

person and these contracts are: 

(a) in the name of the person; or 

(b) for the transfer of the ownership of or for the granting of the right to use 

property owned by that enterprise or that the enterprise has the right to 

use; or 

(c) for the provision of services by that person 

Furthermore, an explanation has been included to clarify that an agent of 

independent status acting in the ordinary course of business does not include 
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a person acting exclusively or almost exclusively on behalf of the person to 

which it is an associate. 

ii. a fixed place of business that is used or maintained by a person if the person 

or an associate of a person carries on business at that place or at another 

place in Pakistan and 

(a) that place or other place constitutes a permanent establishment of the 

person or an associate of the person under this sub-clause; or 

(b) business carried on by the person or an associate of the person at the 

same place or at more than one place constitute complementary 

functions that are part of a cohesive business operation. 

Furthermore, an explanation has been included to clarify that 

 cohesive business operation includes an overall arrangement for the 

supply of goods, installation, construction, assembly, commission, 

guarantees or supervisory activities and all or principal activities are 

undertaken or performed either by the person or the associates of the 

person; and 

 supply of goods include the goods imported in the name of the 

associate or any other person, whether or not the title to the goods 

passes outside Pakistan. 

SUPER TAX SECTION 4B 

 
Super tax for rehabilitation of temporarily displaced persons has been further 
extended till tax year 2020. The rate of super tax for both banking as well as non-
banking persons shall be reduced by 1% for each successive year starting from 
the financial year 2018-19. 
 

TAX ON UNDISTRIBUTED PROFITS  SECTION 5A 

 
Tax on undistributed profits for the year of every public company other than 
scheduled bank and modaraba has been reduced to 5% from 7.5%, subject to 
the following conditions: 
 

i. Tax shall be payable on profits for the year if not distributed upto 20%, 

previously 40%. 

ii. Distribution will include only cash distribution. Previously, Distribution 

included cash distribution as well as issue of bonus shares.  
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 TAX ON CERTAIN PAYMENTS TO 
NON-RESIDENTS 

SECTION 6 

 
The scope of this section has been extended to include fee for offshore digital 
services and shall be taxed at the rate of 5% on the gross amount of the fee 
received by every non-resident person. However, it shall not apply where the 
services giving rise to the fee are rendered through a permanent establishment 
in Pakistan of the non-resident person, in which case it shall be treated as income 
from business attributable to the permanent establishment in Pakistan of the 
person. 
 

CHARGE OF TAX SECTION 8 

 
By virtue of proposed amendment tax on undistributed profits has been 
excluded from this section and shall not be treated as final tax. 

 

INCOME FROM BUSINESS SECTION 18 

 
It has been clarified through this amendment that Tax on dividends, undistributed 
profits, return on investments in Sukuks, shipping and air transport income of a non-
resident person and shipping of a resident person shall not be chargeable to tax 
as Income from business. 
 

CAPITAL GAINS & NON-
RECOGNITION RULES 

SECTION 37 & 79 

 
Previously, where the capital asset becomes the property of the individual under a 
gift, the recipient of the capital asset shall be treated to have acquired the capital 
asset at the fair market value at the time of such transfer resulting in nil gain or loss, 
therefore, no liability for capital gains tax arises. 
 
Through this proposed amendment, the recipient of the gift has to be a relative of 
the person if the fair market value at the time of such transfer is to be treated as 
the cost of asset. In case where the gift of a capital asset is not from a relative, 
capital asset shall be treated to have been acquired at the acquisition date 
resulting in a gain or loss, thus, a liability for capital gains tax arises, in case of a 
gain. 
 
The relative of an individual shall be: 
i. an ancestor, a descendant of any of the grandparents, or an adopted 

child, of the individual, or of a spouse of the individual or 
ii. a spouse of the individual or of any person specified in (i). 
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INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES SECTION 39 

 
The receipt of bonus shares has been excluded from this section and shall no 
longer be treated as income from other sources, previously taxed at 5% on the 
issuance of bonus shares to shareholders. Furthermore, withholding tax on issuance 
of bonus shares has also been withdrawn. 
 

EXEMPTIONS AND TAX 
CONCESSIONS IN THE SECOND 
SCHEDULE 

SECTION 53 

 
Previously, the Board with the approval of Federal Minister In charge of the Federal 
Government could make amendments in the Second Schedule whenever 
circumstances as defined in sub section (2) exist to take immediate action for 
exemptions and tax concessions. 
 
Through this proposed amendment, the approval is required from the Federal 
Government rather than the Federal Minister In charge of the Federal 
Government. 

 

CARRY FORWARD OF BUSINESS 
LOSSES 

SECTION 57 

 
The set off of brought forward depreciation losses have now been limited to the 
extent of fifty per cent of the business income for a Tax Year except in instances 
where the taxable income is upto Rs. 10 million. These unabsorbed depreciation 
losses can be carried forward indefinitely until they are completely absorbed 
/adjusted against business income. However, such carry forward will be set off 
over a greater number of years. 
 

LIMITATIONS ON SET OFF AND 
CARRY FORWARD OF LOSSES 

SECTION 59A 

 
The set off of brought forward losses have now been limited to the extent of fifty 
per cent of the business income for a Tax Year. These unabsorbed depreciation 
losses can be carried forward indefinitely until they are completely absorbed 
/adjusted against business income. However, such carry forward will be set off 
over a greater number of years. 
 

TAX CREDIT FOR INVESTMENT IN 
SHARES AND INSURANCE 

SECTION 62 

 
The threshold for calculation of investment in shares and insurance premium to be 
enhanced from Rs. 1.5 million to Rs. 2 million. 
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TAX CREDIT FOR INVESTMENT SECTION 65B 

 
Tax credit available to companies for the purpose of extension, expansion, 
balancing, modernization and replacement of plant & machinery at the rate of 
10% of the amount invested has been extended to tax year 2021. 
 

TAX CREDIT FOR NEWLY 
ESTABLISHED INDUSTRIAL 
UNDERTAKINGS 

SECTION 65D 

 
Tax credit available to companies setting up a new industrial undertaking for a 
period of five years has been extended to tax year 2021. 
 

TAX CREDIT FOR INDUSTRIAL 
UNDERTAKINGS ESTABLISHED 
BEFORE THE FIRST DAY OF JULY, 
2011 

SECTION 65E 

 
Tax credit available to companies for the purchase and installation of plant & 
machinery through at least 70% new equity has been extended to tax year 2021. 
 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO 
BANKING BUSINESS 

SECTION 100A 

 
Income, profits and gains and tax payable thereon of any banking company shall 
be computed in accordance with the rules in the Seventh Schedule and subject 
to the limitations of International and Anti-Avoidance provisions. 
 

TAX CREDIT FOR CERTAIN PERSONS SECTION 100 C 

 
Incomes eligible for tax credit under this section shall also include any income 
which is derived from profit on debt from scheduled micro finance banks. 
 

GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCE OF 
INCOME 

SECTION 101  

 
Through this amendment, the following two changes have been proposed: 
i. Business income of a non-resident person shall be Pakistan-source income 

to the extent to which it is directly or indirectly attributable to import of 
goods, whether or not the title to the goods passes outside Pakistan, if the 
import is part of an overall arrangement for the supply of goods, 
installation, construction, assembly, commission, guarantees or supervisory 
activities and all or principal activities are undertaken or performed either 
by the associates of the person supplying the goods or its permanent 
establishment, whether or not the goods are imported in the name of the 
person, associate of the person or any other person. 
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Furthermore, it is clarified that where the income is subject to taxation as 
dividends, return on investments in Sukuks, payments to non-residents, 
shipping and air transport income of a nonresident person and shipping of a 
resident person, the income shall not be chargeable to tax under the head 
income from business. 
 

ii. A fee for offshore digital services shall be Pakistan-source income, if it is  

(a) paid by a resident person, except where the fee is payable in 

respect of services utilised in a business carried on by the resident 

outside Pakistan through a permanent establishment; or 

(b) borne by a permanent establishment in Pakistan of a non-resident 

person. 

GAIN ON DISPOSAL OF ASSETS 
OUTSIDE PAKISTAN 

SECTION 101A 

 
Through this proposed amendment a new section has been inserted, whereby 
disposal of assets outside Pakistan, by a non-resident, may also be subject to tax 
in Pakistan if such assets derive their value from assets located in Pakistan. 
 

AGREEMENTS FOR THE AVOIDANCE 
OF DOUBLE TAXATION AND 
PREVENTION OF FISCAL EVASION 

SECTION 107 

 
The benefits available under a Double Tax Treaty may also be re-characterized 
by the tax authorities. 
 

RECHARACTERISATION OF INCOME 
AND DEDUCTIONS 

SECTION 109 

 
Through this proposed amendment a new sub-section has been inserted, 
whereby the Commissioner has the power to disregard an entity or a corporate 
structure that does not have an economic or commercial substance or was 
created as part of the tax avoidance scheme. 

 

CONTROLLED FOREIGN COMPANY SECTION 109A 

 
A new concept of Controlled Foreign Company has been introduced, whereby 
income attributable to controlled foreign company shall be included in the 
taxable income of a resident person for a tax year, subject to certain conditions. 
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UNEXPLAINED INCOME OR ASSETS SECTION 111 

 
Previously, domestic and foreign unexplained/ concealed income or assets were 
included in the person‟s income chargeable to tax in the tax year to which the 
amount relates to. Through this amendment, the treatment for domestic 
unexplained/ concealed income or assets has remained the same and foreign 
unexplained/ concealed assets has been defined as under: 
 
- Foreign unexplained/ concealed income or assets shall be included in the 

Person‟s income chargeable to tax in the tax year immediately preceding the 
tax year in which the same is discovered by Commissioner of Income Tax. 

 
Previously, foreign exchange remitted from abroad through normal banking 
channels and encashed in Pakistani Rupees from a scheduled bank was immune 
and no question wouldl be asked u/s 111. However, through this amendment a 
limit of Rs. 10 Million has been prescribed and foreign exchange remitted above 
the prescribed limit per person per year shall be subject to inquiry for income tax 
purposes. 

  

RETURN OF INCOME SECTION 114 

 
Every person who is required to file a „foreign income and assets statement‟ is 
also required to file a return of income. 
 

FOREIGN INCOME AND ASSETS 
STATEMENT 

SECTION 116A 

 
Through this amendment, a new section has been inserted in the Income Tax 
Ordinance and every resident taxpayer being an individual having  
i. foreign income equal to or in excess of ten thousand United States dollars 

or  
ii. having foreign assets with a value of one hundred thousand United States 

dollars or more  
 
shall furnish a foreign income and assets statement specifying: 
 

(a) the person‟s total foreign assets and liabilities as on the last day of the 

tax year; 

(b) any foreign assets transferred by the person to any other person during 

the tax year and the consideration for the said transfer; and 

(c) complete particulars of foreign income, the expenditure derived 

during the tax year and the expenditure wholly and necessarily for the 

purposes of deriving the said income. 
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BEST JUDGEMENT ASSESSMENT SECTION 121 

 
A Best Judgement Assessment can only be issued within two years from the end of 
tax year in which such notice is issued for furnishing a return of income in respect of 
one or more of the last ten completed tax years. 
 
If a taxpayer has been issued a notice for filing of return of income in respect of 
one or more of the last ten completed tax years and he fails to file such return, a 
best judgment assessment in such a case can be passed within two years from the 
end of the tax year in which the notice is issued. 
 

APPEAL TO THE APPELLATE TRIBUNAL SECTION 131 

 
Stay granted by the appellate tribunal shall cease to have effect after expiration 
of 180 days and the Commissioner shall proceed to recover the tax. 

 

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION 134A 

 
Withdrawal of appeals filed by either party pending before any appellate 
authority, has been made a prerequisite and the ADRC shall only hear the case 
after the withdrawal of appeals. The decision of the case shall be made within 120 
days. Furthermore, the decision of the ADRC shall be binding on both the parties 
i.e. the Board and the aggrieved person. Incase a decision is not made within the 
said period of 120 days, the matter shall shall be decided by the appellate 
authority within six months. 

 

DUE DATE FOR PAYMENT OF TAX SECTION 137 

 
Through this proposed amendment, it has been clarified that the due date for 
payment of advance tax under this section shall be as specified in subsection 
(5) or sub-section (5A) or first proviso to sub-section (5B) of section 147. 
 

RECOVERY OF TAX FROM PERSONS 
HOLDING MONEY ON BEHALF OF A 
TAXPAYER 

SECTION 140 

 

The amount of tax to qualify for automatic stay till disposal of appeal filed before 

the Commissioner Inland Revenue (Appeals) is being reduced from 25% to 10%. 
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ADVANCE TAX PAID BY THE 
TAXPAYER 

SECTION 147 

  
Previously, a lower estimate of advance tax without furnishing any basis of such 
lower estimate could be filed. Under the proposed amendment, the Commissioner 
can examine the estimates of advance tax submitted by the taxpayers, seek 
supporting information regarding such estimates and has been empowered to 
reject an estimate which in his opinion is not duly supported by proper evidences 
of estimates. Where the taxpayer has not paid advance tax and his turnover for 
the quarter is not known, turnover for the quarter shall be taken to be 10% higher 
than one-fourth of the turnover for the year. 
 
Furthermore, a provision has been provided in law for collection of advance tax 
from banks on the basis of their actual income. 
 

IMPORTS SECTION 148 

  
Tax required to be collected from commercial importer at import stage is to be 
treated as a minimum tax. 
 

PAYMENTS TO NON-RESIDENTS SECTION 152 

  
Fee for offshore digital services shall be taxed at the rate of 5% on the gross 
amount of the fee received by every non-resident person. 
 
The tax deductible on services rendered /provided by permanent establishments 
of non-resident persons shall also be treated as minimum tax. This is now in line with 
the tax deducted on payments to resident persons for rendering or providing of 
services which constitutes minimum tax. 
 
Payments to non-resident person without deduction of tax or reduced rate under 
an agreement for avoidance of double taxation shall not apply to an import of 
goods where title to the goods passes outside Pakistan and is supported by import 
documents, except where: 
i. the supply is made in connection with the overall arrangement for the 

supply of goods, installation, construction, assembly, commission, 
guarantees or supervisory activities and all or principal activities are 
undertaken or performed either by the associates of the person supplying 
the goods or its permanent establishment, whether or not the title passes 
outside Pakistan and whether or not the goods are imported in the name 
of the associate or any other person; or 

ii. the supply is made by a resident person or a Pakistan permanent 
establishment of a nonresident person in connection with the overall 
arrangement as referred to (i) 
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PAYMENTS FOR GOODS, SERVICES 
AND CONTRACTS 

SECTION 153 

  
The non-withholding tax limits in respect of sale of goods has been enhanced from 
Rs.25,000 to Rs.75,000 and services rendered from Rs.10,000 to Rs.30,000. 
 
Furthermore, the meaning of prescribed person for the purpose of payments for 
goods, services and contracts has been elaborated to include: 
 
i. a person deriving income from the business of construction and sale of 

residential, commercial or other buildings(builder) 
ii. a person deriving income from the business of development and sale of 

residential, commercial or other plots(developer). 
 

FURNISHING OF INFORMATION BY 
BANKS 

SECTION 165A 

  
Requirements for furnishing of information by banks have been modified by 
substituting online access with details of tax collected on cash withdrawal 
exceeding Rs.50,000 from filers and non-filers in respect of such accounts where 
cash withdrawal exceed Rs.1 million or more during each calendar month.  
 
The threshold for providing details of deposit in any account during a month has 
also been proposed to be enhanced from Rs.1 million to Rs.10 million.  
 
Furthermore, the threshold of providing details of credit card transactions is also 
proposed to be increased from Rs.100,000 to Rs.200,000 per month. 
 

CREDIT FOR TAX COLLECTED OR 
DEDUCTED 

SECTION 168 

 
In cases where a company is a member of an association of persons, companies 
will be allowed to take credit of tax deducted in the name of the AOP in the same 
proportion as the share of the company in the profits of the AOP. 
 

AUDIT SECTION 177 

 
Appointment of special audit panels by the Board has been enhanced to include 
the following persons: 
i. A foreign expert or specialist 
ii. A tax audit expert deployed under an audit assistance programme of an 

international tax organization or a tax authority outside Pakistan. 
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OFFENCES AND PENALTIES SECTION 182 

 
Where any person fails to furnish a statement as required under section 115, 165, 
165A or 165B within the due date, such person shall pay a penalty of five thousand 
Rupees if the person had already paid tax required to be collected or deducted 
and to be reported in the statement within the due date and filed statement 
within ninety days from the due date for filing the statement and ten thousand 
Rupees otherwise. 
 
Furthermore, in case of failure to file a foreign asset and income statement within 
due date, a penalty of 2% of foreign income or value of foreign asset is proposed 
for each year of default. 
 

RETURN NOT FILED WITHIN DUE 
DATE. 

SECTION 182A 

 
A penalty has been introduced whereby late filers of income tax returns shall not 
be entitled to have their names placed on the active taxpayers list nor will such 
late filers be entitled to claim brought forward losses for the tax year for which 
return is filed late. 
 

AUTOMATIC SELECTION FOR AUDIT SECTION 214D 

 
Previously, where the return of income was not filed within the due date or 
extended due date, these persons were automatically selected for audit. Through 
this proposed amendment, this has been omitted. 
 

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY A 
PUBLIC SERVANT 

SECTION 216 

 
Through this proposed amendment, the disclosure of information by a public 
servant has been enhanced to include National Database and Registration 
Authority for the purpose of broadening of the tax base. 
 

INCOME TAX AUTHORITIES SECTION 207  

 
Through this proposed amendment, two new Income Tax Authorities for the 
purposes of this Ordinance and rules made thereunder, namely District Taxation 
Officer and Assistant Director Audit have been added. 
 

APPOINTMENT OF INCOME TAX 
AUTHORITIES 

SECTION 208 

 
Through this proposed amendment, the Board may appoint as many District 
Taxation Officer and Assistant Director Audit as may be necessary. 
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DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY 
A PUBLIC SERVANT 

SECTION 216 

 
Through this proposed amendment, a new clause is added to include provision of 
information to Employees Old Age Benefit Institution regarding salaries in 
statements furnished under section 165. 
 

SERVICE OF NOTICES AND OTHER 
DOCUMENTS 

SECTION 218 

 
Previously, service of notice or other documents was required in person or by a 
registered post or courier. Through this proposed amendment, a notice served on 
an individual, electronically, may also be treated as a valid mode of service.  
 

BAR OF SUITS IN CIVIL COURTS SECTION 227 

 
The scope of this section is extended to include notices issued. Through this 
proposed amendment, no suit or other legal proceeding shall be brought in any 
Civil Court against any order made or any notice issued under the Ordinance, and 
no prosecution, suit or other proceedings shall be made against any person for 
anything which is in good faith done or intended to be done under this Ordinance 
or any rules or orders made or notices issued thereunder. 
 

RESTRICTION ON PURCHASE OF 
CERTAIN ASSETS 

SECTION 227C 

 
Through this proposed amendment, non-filers shall not be permitted to buy or 
register immovable property and a new locally manufactured motor vehicle or for 
registration of an imported vehicle. 
 

DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF 
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY 

SECTION 230F 

 
Through this proposed amendment, a new authority for regularizing and 
monitoring transactions involving immovable property has been setup for carrying 
out certain functions in relation to immovable properties including acquisition of 
immovable property where the value declared by the taxpayer is less than the fair 
market value. 
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COLLECTION OF TAX BY A STOCK 
EXCHANGE REGISTERED IN 
PAKISTAN 

SECTION 233A 

 
Through this proposed amendment, advance tax collected by a stock exchange 
registered in Pakistan from its members on purchase and sale of shares in lieu of 
tax on the commission earned by such members shall no longer be final tax and 
shall be adjustable. 
 

TAX ON SALE OF CERTAIN 
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 

SECTION 236HA 

 
Through this proposed amendment, every person selling petroleum products to a 
petrol pump operator or distributer, where such operator or distributer is not 
allowed a commission or discount, shall collect advance tax at the rate of 0.5% of 
ex-depot sale price for filers and 1% for non-filers. The advance tax collected shall 
be final tax. 
 

ADVANCE TAX ON PURCHASE OR 
TRANSFER OF IMMOVABLE 
PROPERTY 

SECTION 236K 

 
Through this proposed amendment, advance tax shall also be collected on 
installment payments for purchase or allotment of any immovable property, where 
subsequent transfer is made after payment of all the installments at the rate of 2% 
for filers and 4% for non-filers, where the value of immovable property is more than 
4 million. 

 

BONUS SHARES ISSUED BY 
COMPANIES QUOTED ON STOCK 
EXCHANGE & BONUS SHARES 
ISSUED BY COMPANIES NOT 
QUOTED ON STOCK EXCHANGE 

SECTION 236M & 236N 

 
Previously, receipt of bonus shares was subjected to withholding tax at the rate of 
5% on the issuance of bonus shares to shareholders. Through this proposed 
amendment, withholding tax on issuance of bonus shares has been withdrawn. 
 

ADVANCE TAX ON PERSONS 
REMITTING AMOUNTS ABROAD 
THROUGH CREDIT OR DEBIT OR 
PREPAID CARDS 

SECTION 236Y  

  
Through the amendment, it has been proposed that every banking company be 
required to collect adjustable advance tax at the rate of 1% from filers and 3% 
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from non-filers from every credit card, debit card and prepaid card transaction 
completed with a person outside Pakistan. 
 

VALIDATION SECTION 241  

 
Through this amendment, a new sub-section has been inserted which is read as 
follows: 

“Notwithstanding any omission, irregularity or deficiency in the 
establishment, or conferment of powers and functions, of the Directorate-
General (Intelligence and Investigation), Inland Revenue and authorities 
specified in section 230, all orders passed, notices issued and actions taken 
in exercise or purported exercise of the powers and functions of the 
Commissioner under this Ordinance by the Directorate-General (Intelligence 
and Investigation), Inland Revenue or the authorities specified in section 230 
shall be deemed to have been validly passed, issued and taken under this 
Ordinance.” 
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE FIRST SCHEDULE TO THE INCOME TAX 
ORDINANCE, 2001. 

   
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the first schedule of the 
Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 
 

PART-I-DIVISION I – REDUCTION IN TAX RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS: 
 

Presently, there are seven taxable slabs for non-salaried individuals with the 
highest slab having a tax rate of 35%, whereas, there are eleven taxable slabs for 
salaried individuals with the highest slab having a tax rate of 30%. In pursuance of 
the policy announced by the Prime Minister the Income Tax (Amendment) 
Ordinance, 2018 [Ordinance No. V of 2018] was promulgated on April 08, 2018. In 
a bid to provide relief to individuals (including salaried individuals) the maximum 
tax rate for all individuals has been reduced to 15% and five taxable slabs for all 
individuals have been introduced including a nominal tax slab of Rs.1,000/- for 
persons earning income exceeding Rs.400,000/- up to Rs.800,000/- and another 
nominal income tax slab of Rs.2,000/- for persons earning income exceeding 
Rs.800,000/- up to Rs. 1,200,000/-. 

 

The rates of tax imposed on the taxable income of every individual shall be as set 
out in the following table, 

 

S.No. Taxable income Rate of tax 

1. Where the taxable income does 

not exceed Rs. 400,000 

0% 

2. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs.400,000 but does not 

exceed Rs. 800,000 

Rs.1,000 

3. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs.800,000 but does not 

exceed Rs. 1,200,000 

Rs.2,000 

4 Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs.1,200,000 but does not 

exceed Rs.2,400,000 

 

Rs. 2,000 + 5% of the 

amount exceeding 

Rs.1,200,000 

5. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs.2,400,000 but does not 

exceed Rs.4,800,000 

Rs. 60,000 + 10% of the 

amount exceeding 

Rs.2,400,000 

6. Where the taxable income 

exceeds Rs.4,800,000 

Rs. 300,000 + 15% of the 

amount exceeding 

Rs.4,800,000 
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PART-I-DIVISION I – REDUCTION IN TAX RATES FOR ASSOCIATION OF PERSONS: 
 
Consequent to reduction in tax rates for individuals through the Income Tax 
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2008, the tax rates for Association of Persons have 
become considerably higher compared to those for individuals which places the 
AOPs in a disadvantageous position. The existing threshold of taxable income for 
AOPs is Rs. 400,000 and there are seven progressive tax slabs with the highest slab 
having a tax rate of 35%. In order to ensure fair and equitable treatment and to 
encourage businesses formed as AOPs the highest tax rate for AOPs has been 
reduced to 30% and the existing seven slabs have been reduced to six slabs as 
under:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

S.No. Taxable income Rate of tax 

1. Where the taxable income does 

not exceed Rs. 400,000 

0% 

2. Where the taxable income 
exceeds Rs.400,000 but does not 
exceed Rs.1,200,000 

5% of the amount 
exceeding 
Rs.400,000 

3. Where the taxable income 
exceeds Rs.1,200,000 but does not 
exceed Rs.2,400,000 

Rs.40,000 + 10% of 
the amount 
exceeding 
Rs.1,200,000 

4 Where the taxable income 
exceeds Rs. 2,400,000 but does 
not exceed Rs.3,600,000 

Rs.160,000 + 15% of 
the amount 
exceeding 
Rs.2,400,000 

5. Where the taxable income 
exceeds Rs. 3,600,000 but does 
not exceed Rs.4,800,000 

Rs.340,000 + 20% of 
the amount 
exceeding 
Rs.3,600,000 

6. Where the taxable income 
exceeds Rs. 4,800,000 but does 
not exceed Rs.6,000,000 

Rs.580,000 + 25% of 
the amount 
exceeding 
Rs.4,800,000 

7. Where the taxable income 
exceeds Rs.6,000,000 

Rs.880,000 + 30% of 
the amount 
exceeding 
Rs.6,000,000 
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PART-I-DIVISION II – REDUCTION IN CORPORATE TAX RATES: 
 
In a bid to promote and incentivize companies and bolster their competitiveness, 
the corporate tax rates shall be progressively reduced from 30% in Tax Year 2018 to 
25% in Tax Year 2023.The corporate tax rate will be 29% in Tax Year 2019 and will be 
reduced by 1% each year up to Tax Year 2023. i.e the corporate tax rate shall be 
29% for Tax Year 2019, 28% for Tax Year 2020, 27% for Tax Year 2021, 26% for Tax 
Year 2022 and 25% for Tax Year 2023. 
 

PART-I-DIVISION IIA – SUCCESSIVE REDUCTION IN THE RATES OF SUPER TAX: 

Presently the rate of super tax under section 4B of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 
is 4% for banking companies and 3% for persons other than banking companies 
having income of Rs.500 Million and above. In order to encourage, incentivize and 
increase the competitiveness of companies and to enable them to contribute 
optimally towards economic growth, super tax shall be gradually withdrawn. It will 
be continued at the same rate for the financial year 2017-2018, however, the rate 
of super tax for both banking as well as non-banking persons shall be reduced by 
1% for each successive year starting from the financial year 2018-19.  
 

PART-I-DIVISION IV – TAX ON CERTAIN PAYMENTS TO NON-RESIDENTS: 

Previously rate of tax imposed on payments to non-residents was 15% of the gross 

amount of the royalty or fee for technical services. Through this proposed 

amendment 5% tax shall also be imposed of the gross amount of the fee for 

offshore digital services. 

PART-I-DIVISION VII – CAPITAL GAINS ON DISPOSAL OF SECURITIES: 

The rate of tax to be paid on capital gain on sale of securities shall be the same as 

it was for tax year 2018. 

PART-I-DIVISION VIII – EXEMPTION FROM CAPITAL GAINS ON DISPOSAL OF 
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY BY DEPENDENTS OF SHAHEEDS: 
 
Capital gains on sale of immovable property by a dependent of a Shaheed 
belonging to Pakistan Armed Forces as well as dependent of a person who dies in 
service of Pakistan Armed Forces or Federal or Provincial Government is taxed at 
the rate of 0% irrespective of the holding period. However, zero percent rate is 
applicable to persons mentioned in sub-section (4) of section 236C which was 
omitted through the Presidential Order dated 31.08.2016. Necessary amendment 
has been made to ensure grant of exemption to dependents of the above 
persons as originally intended. 
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PART-II- RATIONALIZATION OF TAX RATE ON THE IMPORT OF COAL: 
 
Tax collected @ 5.5% (from companies) and 6% (from persons other than 
companies) on coal imported by commercial importers/large trading houses 
constitutes final tax. In order to reduce the direct cost of manufacturing businesses 
utilizing coal, the tax rate on import of coal by manufacturers as well as 
commercial importers has been reduced to 4% for filers and 6% for non-filers. 
 
 
PART-III- DIVISION I: REDUCTION IN WITHHOLDING TAX RATE OF DIVIDEND PAID BY A 
REIT SCHEME: 

Tax is required to be deducted at the rate of 12.5% from a filer upon payment of 

dividend by a REIT Scheme. In order to promote REIT schemes in Pakistan the rate 

of withholding tax on payment of dividend by a rental REIT Scheme to a filer has 

been reduced from 12.5% to 7.5%. 

PART-III- DIVISION III: RATIONALIZATION OF WITHHOLDING TAX RATES FOR NON-
FILERS: 

FBR has consistently espoused the policy of creating a distinction between 

compliant and non-compliant taxpayers. In order to enhance the cost of doing 

business for non-filers, withholding tax rates have been increased for non-filers in 

the case of supplies/sale of goods and contracts under section 153 of the 

Ordinance. For sales/supplies, the rate of tax for non-filers has been increased from 

7% to 8% in the case of companies and from 7.75% to 9% in the case of persons 

not being companies. For contracts, the rate of tax for non-filers has been 

increased from 12% to 14% in the case of companies and from 12.5% to 15% in the 

case of persons not being companies. 

PART-IV- DIVISION XI: MINIMUM TAX FOR MARRIAGE HALLS: 

Marriage halls, banquet halls, commercial lawns etc., are mandated to collect 5% 

of the bill in respect of functions under section 236D of the Income Tax Ordinance, 

2001. In order to improve and streamline the collection of this tax, marriage halls 

are now required to collect either 5% of the bill or Rs.20,000/- per function in major 

cities like Islamabad, Lahore, Multan, Faisalabad, Rawalpindi, Gujranwala, 

Bahawalpur, Sargodha, Sahiwal, Shekhurpura, Dera Ghazi Khan, Karachi, 

Hyderabad, Sukkur, Thatta, Larkana, Mirpur Khas, Nawabshah, Peshawar, Mardan, 

Abbottabad, Kohat, Dera Ismail Khan, Quetta, Sibi, Loralai, Khuzdar, Dera Murad 

Jamali and Turbat and Rs.10,000/- per function in the remaining cities , whichever 

is higher. 
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PART-IV- DIVISION XVA: TAX ON DEALERS MARGIN OF A PETROL PUMP OPERATOR: 

At present, OMC‟s selling petroleum products to a petrol pump operator deduct 

tax @ 12% from filers and 17.5% from non-filers on commission or discount allowed 

to a petrol pump operator. As the prices of high speed diesel are to be 

deregulated tax on dealers margin shall now be collected on ex-depot sale price 

of HSD (excluding dealers‟ margin) at the rate of 0.5% from a filer and 1% from a 

non-filer. 

PART-IV- DIVISION XXI: REDUCED RATE OF ADVANCE TAX ON BANKING 
TRANSACTIONS BY NON-FILERS: 
Under section 236P of the Ordinance banks are obliged to collect advance tax at 
the rate of 0.6% from non-filers on non-cash banking transactions (such as transfer 
of funds through demand draft, pay order, cash deposit receipt 
cheques/clearing, online transfers, direct debit, telegraphic transfers etc) which 
are in excess of Rs.50,000/- per day. This rate has temporarily been reduced to 
0.4% and is extended periodically pursuant to the recommendation of the ECC of 
the Cabinet. In order to provide certainty and to allay concerns regarding 
likelihood of restoration of 0.6% tax, such rate of tax for non-filers has been 
reduced to 0.4% on a permanent basis. 
 
PART-IV DIVISION XXVII – WITHHOLDING TAX ON PAYMENTS REMITTED ABROAD 
THROUGH CREDIT / DEBIT / PREPAID CARDS:- 
 
Credit cards/debit cards are being utilized to pay for foreign travel, lodging, 
shopping etc., and also for online shopping from merchants outside Pakistan. This 
results in outward flow of foreign remittance through the banks issuing such 
credit/debit cards. There is also a need to document such transactions in order to 
complement efforts aimed towards broadening of the tax base. Banks issuing 
credit /debit cards will now be obliged to collect 1% advance tax from filers and 
3% advance tax from non-filers in respect of credit/debit card transactions 
resulting in outward flow of remittances from Pakistan. 
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AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO THE SECOND SCHEDULE TO THE INCOME TAX 
ORDINANCE, 2001. 

   
 
The following amendments are proposed to be made to the Second Schedule of 
the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 
 

PART I – EXEMPTIONS FROM TOTAL INCOME 
 
Exemption for allowances of Armed Forces Personnel: 

 

Various allowances have been proposed for Armed Forces Personnel i.e Kit 

allowance, Ration Allowance, Special Messing Allowance, SSG Allowance, 

Northern Areas Compensatory Allowance, Special pay for Northern Areas and 

Height Allowance are being exempted from tax. 
 
Exemption for Income From Funds 
 
Incomes from the following funds are now being exempted from tax: 

 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Retirement Benefits & Death Compensation Fund 
 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa General Provident Investment Fund ; and 
 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Pension Fund. 

 
Exemption for Donation to the Institutions 
 
Any amount paid as a donation to the following institutions is now exempt from 
tax: 
 

 Pakistan Sweet Home, Angels and Fairies Place. 

 Al-Shifa Trust Eye Hospital 

 Aziz Tabba Foundation 

 Sindh Institute of Urology and Transplantation 

 SIUT Trust and Society for the Welfare of SIUT 

 Sharif Trust 

 The Kidney Centre Post Graduate Institute 

 Pakistan Disabled Foundation  
 
Exemption for Income of Institutions 
 
Income derived by following institutions is now exempt from tax: 
 

 Third Pakistan International Sukuk Company Limited 

 SAARC Energy Centre 

 Pakistan Bar Council 

 Pakistan Centre for Philanthropy 
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 Pakistan Mortgage Refinance Company Limited 

 Aziz Tabba Foundation 

 Al-Shifa Trust Eye Hospital 

 Saylani Welfare International Trust 

 Shaukat Khanum Memorial Trust 

 Layton Rahmatullah Benevolent Trust (LRBT) 

 The Kidney Centre Post Graduate Training Institute 

 Pakistan Disabled Foundation and 

 Forman Christian College. 

 
Pakistan Mortgage Refinance Company Limited 
 

PMRC is a key initiative of the State Bank of Pakistan and has been established for 

promoting affordable housing finance for the middle and low income groups. It 

aims at expansion of the primary residential mortgage market by issuing bonds 

and sukuks to raise funds. In order to encourage this initiative aimed towards 

provision of affordable housing finance for middle and low income groups the 

income of Pakistan Mortgage Refinance Company is being exempted under 

clause (66) of Part-I of the Second Schedule to the Income Tax Ordinance, 

2001.Exemption has also been accorded to income and gains derived by investors 

from PMRC bonds issued to refinance the residential mortgage market. Exemption 

has also been accorded to capital gains tax on the resale of PMRC bonds by the 

investors to encourage its marketing/increase its attractiveness. 

 
Modaraba Companies 
 
Previously any income of a modaraba registered under the Modaraba 
Companies and Modaraba (Floatation and Control) Ordinance, 1980 (XXXI of 
1980) involved in manufacturing activities was exempted from tax which has now 
been repealed through this proposed amendment.  

 
New and Existing Refineries 
 

Profits and gains derived by a refinery set up between the 1st day of July, 2018 and 

the 30th day of June, 2023 with minimum 100,000 barrels per day production 

capacity for a period of twenty years beginning in the month in which the refinery 

is set up or commercial production is commenced, whichever is later. Exemption 

under this clause shall also be available to existing refineries, if: 

 

a. existing production capacity is enhanced by at least 100,000 barrels per 

day; 

b. the refinery maintains separate accounts for income arising from aforesaid 

additional production capacity; and 

c. the refinery is a deep conversion refinery. 
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PART III – REDUCTION IN TAX LIABILITY 
 

1. Through this proposed amendment, the tax payable under clause (c) of 

sub-section (1) of section 39, in respect of any amount paid as yield or profit 

on Shuhada family Welfare Account shall not exceed 10% of such profit. 

2. Through this proposed amendment, the amount of tax payable by foreign 

film-makers from making films in Pakistan shall be reduced by fifty percent 

on income from film-making in Pakistan. 
3. Through this proposed amendment, the amount of tax payable by resident 

companies deriving income from film-making shall be reduced by fifty 
percent on income from film-making. 

 
PART IV – EXEMPTIONS FROM SPECIFIC PROVISIONS 

 

1. Provisions of section 113, regarding minimum tax shall not apply to Third 

Pakistan International Sukuk Company Limited and taxpayers qualifying for 

exemption under clause (126) of Part-I of this Schedule with effect from the 

tax year 2014. 

2. The provisions of clause (b) of sub-section (1) of section 153 shall not apply 

to payments received by Sui Southern Gas Company Limited and Pakistan 

LNG Terminal Limited from Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited on account of 

re-gasification charges. 

3. The provisions of section 150 shall not apply to dividend paid to Transmission 

Line Projects under Transmission Line Policy 2015. 

4. The provisions of clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 151 shall not apply in 

respect of any amount paid as yield or profit on Shuhada Family welfare 

Account. 

5. Through this proposed amendment, reduced rate of minimum tax under 

section 113 of 0.5% for companies operating Trading Houses has been 

extended till tax year 2021. 

6. Through this proposed amendment, the provisions of section 148 shall not 

apply for import of construction materials or goods up to Rs. 10,898/- million 

imported by China State Construction Engineering Corporation (M/s CSCEC) 

for construction of Sukkur-Multan section of Karachi-Peshawar Motorway 

project of National Highway Authority. 

7. Through this proposed amendment, Lahore University of Management 

Sciences, Lahore is deemed to have been approved by the Commissioner 

for the purpose of sub-section (36) of section 2. 

8. Inspection, certification, testing and training services are proposed to be 

inserted in the list of services specified in the Clause 94. The period for 

application of Clause (94) is proposed to be extended to 30 June 2019. 

Moreover, the last date for furnishing an irrevocable undertaking for the tax 

year 2019 is proposed to be extended to November 2018. 
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9. Through this proposed amendment, the provisions of section 7B shall not 

apply to yield or profit on investment in Bahbood Savings Certificate or 

Pensioner‟s Benefit Account, provided that tax on the said yield or profit on 

debt is paid at the rates specified in Division I of Part I of the First Schedule 

subject to clause (6) of Part III. 
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THE SALES TAX ACT, 1990 

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE FINANCE BILL, 2018 

All amendments shall be effective from July 01, 2018 unless otherwise provided  

The summary of the amendments proposed in various sections and schedules of 

Sales Tax Act, 1990 is as under:- 

1. Scope of tax SECTION 3 

It has been proposed to increase the rate of further tax from 2% to 3%. 

Consequent to this proposed amendment, further tax @ 3%, in addition to 

normal sales tax, will be chargeable on supplies made to such unregistered 

persons who are liable to get sales tax registration. 

 

2. Tax credit not allowed SECTION 8 

The proposed amendment seeks to include imported Compressors Scrap in 

the existing list of items on which input tax credit / adjustment is not allowed. 

Consequently sales tax paid on import of Compressors Scrap will not be 

adjustable / refundable. 

 

3. Assessment giving effect to an order SECTION 11B  

This newly proposed section seeks to provide time frame within which appeal 

effect has to be given by the tax department on court orders. Currently there 

is no such time frame in existing sales tax statute. The proposed time frame for 

appeal effect is as under:- 

 The appeal effect has to be given by the concerned tax officer within one 

year from the end of the financial year in which the order of the 

Commissioner (Appeals), Appellate Tribunal, High Court or Supreme Court, 

as the case may be, was served on the concerned tax officer. 

 Where, an order of assessment is set aside wholly or partly and the 

Commissioner or Commissioner (Appeals) or officer of Inland Revenue, as 

the case may be, is directed to pass a new order of assessment, such new 

order has to be passed within one year from the end of the financial year 

in which the Commissioner or Commissioner (Appeals) or officer of Inland 

Revenue, as the case may be, is served with the order. However this time 

limitation shall not apply to the cases where an appeal or reference has 

been preferred against the order passed by Appellate Tribunal or a High 

Court. 
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4. Access to the record, documents etc. SECTION 25  

It has been proposed that audit of a taxpayer under this section shall be 

conducted only once in every three years. Prior to this proposed amendment, 

tax department was empowered to conduct audit for every year. 

 

5. Directorate General (Intelligence and 

Investigation) Inland Revenue 

SECTION 30A  

It has been proposed to empower the Board to specify the functions and 

jurisdiction of the Directorate General and its officers. 

It has further been proposed that the Board may confer respective powers of 

Commissioner, Commissioner (Appeals) and other Inland Revenue Officer to 

the Directorate General and its officers.  

 

6. Default surcharge SECTION 34  

It has been proposed to fix the rate of default surcharge (for cases other than 

tax fraud) at 12% per annum of the due sales tax. Prior to this proposed 

amendment, the rate was (KIBOR plus 3)% per annum.   

 

7. Posting of Inland Revenue Officer SECTION 40B  

It has been proposed to withdraw power of Chief Commissioner and 

Commissioner to post tax officer at the business premises of taxpayer for sales 

tax monitoring. 

Now onwards, only Board have power to post any officer at the business 

premises of taxpayer to monitor production, sale and stocks position. 

 

8. Alternate dispute resolution SECTION 47A  

The proposed amendment seeks to provide new procedure for constitution 

and functioning of Alternate Dispute Resolution Committee. The significant 

points of newly proposed constitution and functioning of committee are as 

under:- 
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 Any aggrieved person who has filed an appeal, which is pending before 

Appellate Authority, may apply to FBR for appointment of a committee for 

resolution of any hardship or dispute. 

 The application cannot be filed in cases where prosecution proceedings 

have been initiated or where interpretation of question of law having 

effect on identical other cases is involved. 

 The FBR, within 60 days of receipt of application, shall appoint a 

committee consisting of an officer of Inland Revenue not below the rank 

of Commissioner and two persons from a panel comprising of retired High 

Court judges, retired District and Session Judges, Chartered or Cost 

Accountants, Advocates, Income Tax Practitioners or reputable taxpayers 

for the resolution of the hardship or dispute. 

 The aggrieved person and the Board, as the case may be, shall withdraw 

the appeal pending before the appellate authority. 

 The committee shall not commence the proceeding unless the order of 

withdrawal from the appellate authority is communicated to the Board: If 

the order of withdrawal is not communicated within 75 days of the 

appointment of the committee, the said committee shall be dissolved. 

 The committee shall examine the issue and may, conduct inquiry, seek 

expert opinion, direct any officer of the Inland Revenue or any other 

person to conduct audit. 

 The committee shall decide the dispute by majority, within 120 days of its 

appointment. 

 The decision of the committee shall be binding on the Board and the 

aggrieved person. 

 If the committee fails to decide the dispute within 120 days, FBR shall 

dissolve the committee and the matter shall be decided by the appellate 

authority and the appeal shall be treated to be pending before such 

appellate authority as if the appeal had never been withdrawn. 

 The aggrieved person may make the payment of sales tax and other taxes 

as decided by the committee. 

 

9. Recovery of arrears of tax SECTION 48  

It has been proposed to provide automatic stay against recovery of tax 

demand in cases where the appeal against such tax demand is pending 

before Commissioner (Appeals) and taxpayer has deposited 10% of tax 

demand. 
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Prior to this proposed amendment, in order to avail automatic stay, taxpayer 

was required to deposit 25% of tax demand.  

 

10. Validation  SECTION 74A  

The proposed amendment seeks to provide legal cover to the notifications 

already issued by Federal Government. 

It has further been proposed to provide legal cover to all the notices and 

orders of tax officers which had been issued and/or passed without proper 

jurisdiction and power.  

 

11. Authority of FBR Various Sections 

Amendments have been proposed in various sections of Sales Tax Act, 1990 

whereby authority of FBR to issue notifications regarding respective matter 

have been transferred to FBR. Prior to these proposed amendments, FBR was 

authorized to issue notification regarding these respective matters with 

approval of Finance Minister. Summary of the authority transferred from FBR to 

Federal Government is as under:- 

Sr # Section Description 

1 3(2)(b) 
Issue notification to charge higher or lower rate of sales 

tax on specified goods. 

2 3(3A) 

Issue notification to specify goods in respect of which 

liability to pay tax shall be on the person receiving the 

goods. 

3 3(5) 
Issue notification to levy extra rate or amount of tax on 

specified goods. 

4 4(c)  Issue notification to allow zero rating on specified goods. 

5 7(3) 
Issue notification to allow adjustment of paid input tax 

from output tax. 

6 7(4) 
Issue notification to allow adjustment of specified 

amount of input tax from output tax. 

7 7A(1) 
Issue notification to levy sales tax on difference between 

purchase value and sale value of specified goods. 
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8 7A(2) 
Issue notification specifying minimum value addition to 

be declared by specified persons / goods. 

9 8(1)(b) 
Issue notification specifying goods on which input tax 

adjustment is inadmissible. 

10 13(2)(a) 

Issue notification providing exemption of sales tax on 

specified goods. This amendment proposed in section 13 

shall be effective on the next day of assent given to this 

Act by the President of Pakistan. 

11 60 
Issue notification allowing exemption of sales tax on 

specified goods imported for subsequent exportation. 

12 65 

Issue notification directing that tax not paid or short paid 

as a result of inadvertent general practice shall not be 

required to be paid. 

13 71(1) 
Issue notification providing Special Sales Tax Procedures 

in respect of specified persons / goods.  

 

12. Fifth Schedule ZERO RATING 

It has been proposed to provide conditional zero rate of sales tax on following 

goods including their raw materials, packing materials, components and sub 

components: 

Colors in sets Pencil sharpeners 

Writing, drawing and marking inks Geometry boxes 

Erasers Pens and markers 

Exercise books Pencils including color pencils 

 

13. Sixth Schedule EXEMPT GOODS 

It has been proposed to allow exemption of sales tax on import and / or 

supply of following goods:- 

 Paper weighing 60 g/m2 for printing of Holy Quran imported by Federal or 

Provincial Governments and Nashiran-e Quran as per quota determined 

by IOCO 

 Fish Feed 
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 Fans for dairy farms 

 Bovine semen 

 Preparations for making animal feed. 

 Promotional and advertising material including technical literature, 

pamphlets, brochures and other give-aways of no commercial value, 

distributed free of cost by the exhibitors.  

 Hearing aids (all types and kinds). 

 Hearing assessment equipment namely Audiometers, Tympanometer, ABR 

and Oto Acoustic Omission.  

 Liquefied Natural Gas imported by fertilizer manufacturers for use as feed 

stock. 

 Plant, machinery, equipment including dumpers and special purpose 

motor vehicles, if not manufactured locally, imported by M/s China State 

Construction Engineering Corporation Limited (M/s CSCECL) for the 

construction of Karachi – Peshawar Motorway (Sukkur – Multan Section) 

and M/s China Communication Construction Company (M/s CCCC) for 

the construction of Karakorum Highway (KKH) Phase-II (Thakot - Havellian 

Section) subject to the fulfillment of specified conditions. 

 Equipment, whether or not locally manufactured, imported by M/s China 

Railway Corporation to be furnished and installed in Lahore Orange Line 

Metro Train Project subject to fulfillment of specified conditions.  

 Goods supplied to German Development Agency (Deutsche Gesellschaft 

für Internationale Zusammenarbeit) GIZ. 

 Imported construction materials and goods imported by M/s China State 

Construction Engineering Corporation Limited (M/s CSCECL), whether or 

not locally manufactured, for construction of Karachi-Peshawar Motorway 

(Sukkur Multan Section) subject to fulfilment of specified conditions, 

limitations and restrictions, provided that total incidence of exemptions of 

all duties and taxes in respect of construction materials and goods 

imported for the project shall not exceed ten thousand eight hundred 

ninety-eight million rupees.  

It has further been proposed to allow exemption of sales tax on import of 

following plant, machinery and equipment:- 

 Machinery, equipment, raw materials, components and other capital 

goods for use in building, fittings, repairing or refitting of ships, boats or 

floating structures imported by Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works 

Limited.  
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 The parts for assembling and manufacturing of personal computers and 

laptops imported by manufacturers and assemblers of computers and 

laptops, registered with and certified by Engineering Development Board 

in accordance with quota determined by IOCO. The parts which are 

exempt under this clause are namely Bare PCBs, Power Amplifier, 

Microprocessor/Controllers, Equipment for SMT Manufacturing, Laptop 

batteries, Adopters, Cooling fans, Heat sink, Hard Disk SSD, RAM/ROMS, 

System on Chip/FPGA-IC, LCD / LED Screen, Motherboards, Power Supply, 

Optical Drives, External Ports, Network cards, Graphic cards, wireless cards, 

micro phone and Trackpad. 

 Plant and machinery (except vehicles of all types) imported for setting up 

of a Special Economic Zone (SEZ) by zone developers and for installation in 

that zone by zone enterprises, on one time basis as prescribed in the SEZ 

Act, 2012 and rules thereunder subject to such condition, limitations and 

restriction as a Federal Board of Revenue may impose from time to time.   

 

14. Eighth Schedule REDUCED RATE OF TAX 

Number of amendments have been proposed in this schedule wherein 

current reduced rate of sales tax has been changed and withdrawn on 

various items. Further new items have also been included in this schedule. 

Item-wise detail of amendments proposed in this schedule are as under:- 

 Sales tax at reduced rate of 5% is proposed to be charged on following 

agricultural machinery and equipment. Prior to this proposed amendment, 

7% sales tax was applicable on these items:-  

(a) Tillage and seed bed preparation equipment namely Rotavator, 

Cultivator, Ridger, Sub soiler, Rotary slasher, Chisel plow, Ditcher, Border 

disc, Disc harrow, Bar harrow, Mould board plow, Tractor rear or front 

blade, Land leveller or land planer, Rotary tiller, Disc plow, Soil-scrapper, 

K.R.Karundi, Tractor mounted trancher, Land leveller and Laser Land 

leveler. 

(b) Seeding or planting equipment namely Seed-cum-fertilizer drill (wheat, 

rice barley, etc.), Cotton or maize planter with fertilizer attachment, 

Potato planter, Fertilizer or manure spreader or broadcaster, Rice 

transplanter, Canola or sunflower drill and Sugarcane planter. 

(c) Irrigation, drainage and agro-chemical application equipment namely 

Tubewells filters or strainers, Knapsack sprayers, Granular applicator, 

Boom or field sprayers, Self propelled sprayers and Orchard sprayer. 

(d) Harvesting, threshing and storage equipment namely Wheat thresher, 

Maize or groundnut thresher or sheller, Groundnut digger, Potato digger 
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or harvester, Sunflower thresher, Post hole digger, Straw balers, Fodder 

rake, Wheat or rice reaper, Chaff or fodder cutter, Cotton picker, Onion 

or garlic harvester, Sugar harvester, Tractor trolley or forage wagon, 

Reaping machines, Combined harvesters and Pruner/shears. 

(e) Post-harvest handling and processing & miscellaneous machinery 

namely Vegetables & fruits cleaning & sorting or grading equipment 

and Fodder & feed cube maker equipment. 

 Sales tax at reduced rate of 5% is proposed to be charged on Natural gas 

supplied to fertilizer plants for use as feed stock in manufacturing of 

fertilizer. Prior to this proposed amendment, 10% sales tax was applicable 

on such supply. 

 The current reduced rate of sales tax applicable on various types of 

fertilizers is proposed to be changed. The old rate and newly proposed 

rate of sales tax on different types of fertilizers are given below:-  

Description Previous Rate New Rate 

Urea, whether or not in aqueous 

solution 
5% of value 3% of value 

DAP 
Rs. 100 per 50 kg 

bag 
3% of value 

NP (22-20) fertilizer manufactured 

from gas other than imported LNG 

Rs. 168 per 50kg 

Bag  
3% of value 

NP (18-18) fertilizer manufactured 

from gas other than imported LNG. 

Rs. 165 per 50kg 

Bag  
3% of value 

NPK-I fertilizer manufactured from 

gas other than imported LNG. 

Rs. 251 per 50kg 

Bag  
3% of value 

NPK-II fertilizer manufactured from 

gas other than imported LNG. 

Rs. 222 per 50kg 

Bag  
3% of value 

NPK-III fertilizer manufactured from 

gas other than imported LNG. 

Rs. 341 per 50kg 

Bag 
3% of value 

SSP fertilizer manufactured from gas 

other than imported LNG. 

Rs. 31 per 50kg 

Bag  
3% of value 

CAN fertilizer manufactured from 

gas other than imported LNG. 

Rs. 98 per 50kg 

Bag 
3% of value 
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 Consequent to the proposed amendments in sixth schedule, 

corresponding amendment is proposed in this schedule to withdraw 

reduced rate of sales tax on Fish feed (10%) and LNG Imported by fertilizer 

manufacturers (5%). Consequently these items will be exempt from levy of 

sales tax. 

 Number of items have proposed to be included in reduced rate regime. 

The list of items include along with respective rate of sales tax is given 

below:- 

Description Rate 

LNG imported by M/s Pakistan State Oil and M/s 

Pakistan LNG Limited 
12% 

RLNG supplied by M/s Pakistan State Oil and M/s 

Pakistan LNG Limited to M/s SNGPL 
12% 

Fertilizers (all types) 3% 

Specified cinematographic equipment imported during 

the period commencing on the 1st day of July, 2018 

and ending on the 30th day of June, 2023. 

5% 

lithium iron phosphate battery (Li-Fe-PO4) 12% 

 

 Reduced tax rate of 5% is proposed to be applied on capital goods 

(which are not exempt from tax) for Transmission Line Projects executed 

under Standard Implementation Agreement under Policy Framework for 

Private Sector Transmission Line Projects, 2015 and Projects Specific 

Transmission Services Agreement. The 5% tax charged under this clause 

shall be non-adjustable and non-refundable. 

 

15. Proposed Notifications VARIOUS PROVISIONS 

It has also been proposed to issue notifications pertaining to following 

matters:- 

Sr # Subject Matter of Proposed Notification 

1 

Amendment in Rule 58B of Sales Tax Special Procedure Rules, 2007. 

The proposed amendment seeks to withdraw value addition tax @ 

3% on import of LNG. 

2 Zero rating on import of potato is being granted retrospectively on 
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200,000 metric tons imported during the period from 5th May, 2014 

to 31st July, 2014. 

3 

To provide reduced rate of 6% on import of ready to use articles of 

artificial leather products. Currently 6% rate is applicable only on 

import of ready to use articles of leather products.  

4 

Amendment in SRO 1125(I)/2011 dated 31/12/2011. The proposed 

amendment seeks to impose further tax @1% on local supply of 

finished fabric. 

5 
To provide exemption from extra tax @ 2% and further tax @ 3% to 

Pakistani Foam Manufacturers. 

6 
To withdraw value addition tax @ 3% on import of second hand 

worn clothing and footwear. 

7 

Rescission of SRO 962(I)/2015 dated 30/09/2015 in order to reduce 

the rate of sales tax on import and supplies of furnace oil from 20% 

to 17%. 

8 

Amendment in SRO 1125(I)/2011 dated 31/12/2011. The proposed 

amendment seeks to provide adjustment of input tax paid on 

packing materials to five export oriented sectors. 

9 

The proposed notification seeks to enhance rate of sales tax on 

import and supply of finished articles of leather and textile sector 

from 6% to 9%. However, all those branded outlets which will be 

integrated through electronic fiscal devices with FBR online system 

shall be charged sales tax @6%. 

10 

Amendment in Sales Tax Special Procedure Rules, 2007. The 

amendment seeks to increase rate of sales tax for steel sector Rs. 13 

per unit of electricity consumed. Moreover, the rate of sales tax for 

other allied steel industries i.e. ship breakers and re-rollers is also 

proposed to be rationalized. 

11 

Amendment in Islamabad Capital Territory (Tax on Services) 

Ordinance, 2001. The proposed amendment seeks to enhance the 

scope of taxable services in Islamabad. 
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FEDERAL EXCISE ACT, 2005 

 

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE FINANCE BILL, 2018 

All amendments shall be effective from July 01, 2018 unless otherwise provided  

The detail of amendments proposed in various sections and notifications of 

Federal Excise Act, 2005 are as under:- 

1. Default surcharge SECTION 8 

It has been proposed to fix the rate of default surcharge at 12% per annum of 

the due duty. Prior to this proposed amendment, the rate was (KIBOR plus 3)% 

per annum. 

 

2. Assessment giving effect to an order SECTION 14A 

This newly proposed section seeks to provide time frame within which appeal 

effect has to be given by the tax department on court orders. Currently there 

is no such time frame in existing federal excise statute. The proposed time 

frame for appeal effect is as under:- 

 The appeal effect has to be given by the concerned tax officer within one 

year from the end of the financial year in which the order of the 

Commissioner (Appeals), Appellate Tribunal, High Court or Supreme Court, 

as the case may be, was served on the concerned tax officer. 

 Where, an order of assessment is set aside wholly or partly and the 

Commissioner or Commissioner (Appeals) or officer of Inland Revenue, as 

the case may be, is directed to pass a new order of assessment, such new 

order has to be passed within one year from the end of the financial year 

in which the Commissioner or Commissioner (Appeals) or officer of Inland 

Revenue, as the case may be, is served with the order. However this time 

limitation shall not apply to the cases where an appeal or reference has 

been preferred against the order passed by Appellate Tribunal or a High 

Court 

. 

3. Appointment of Federal excise officers 

and delegation of powers 

SECTION 29 

It has been proposed to empower the Board to specify the functions and 

jurisdiction of the Directorate General and its officers. 
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It has further been proposed that the Board may confer respective powers of 

Officer Inland Revenue to the Directorate General and its officers.  

 

4. Deposit, pending appeal, of duty 

demanded or penalty levied 

SECTION 37 

It has been proposed to provide automatic stay against recovery of duty 

demand in cases where the appeal against such tax demand is pending 

before Commissioner (Appeals) and taxpayer has deposited 10% of duty. 

Prior to this proposed amendment, in order to avail automatic stay, taxpayer 

was required to deposit 25% of duty. 

 

5. Alternate dispute resolution SECTION 38 

The proposed amendment seeks to provide new procedure for constitution 

and functioning of Alternate Dispute Resolution Committee. The significant 

points of newly proposed constitution and functioning of committee are as 

under:- 

 Any aggrieved person who has filed an appeal, which is pending before 

Appellate Authority, may apply to FBR for appointment of a committee for 

resolution of any hardship or dispute. 

 The application cannot be filed in cases where prosecution proceedings 

have been initiated or where interpretation of question of law having 

effect on identical other cases is involved. 

 The FBR, within 60 days of receipt of application, shall appoint a 

committee consisting of an officer of Inland Revenue not below the rank 

of Commissioner and two persons from a panel comprising of retired High 

Court judges, retired District and Session Judges, Chartered or Cost 

Accountants, Advocates, Income Tax Practitioners or reputable taxpayers 

for the resolution of the hardship or dispute. 

 The aggrieved person and the Board, as the case may be, shall withdraw 

the appeal pending before the appellate authority. 

 The committee shall not commence the proceeding unless the order of 

withdrawal from the appellate authority is communicated to the Board: If 
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the order of withdrawal is not communicated within 75 days of the 

appointment of the committee, the said committee shall be dissolved. 

 The committee shall examine the issue and may, conduct inquiry, seek 

expert opinion, direct any officer of the Inland Revenue or any other 

person to conduct audit. 

 The committee shall decide the dispute by majority, within 120 days of its 

appointment. 

 The decision of the committee shall be binding on the Board and the 

aggrieved person. 

 If the committee fails to decide the dispute within 120 days, FBR shall 

dissolve the committee and the matter shall be decided by the appellate 

authority and the appeal shall be treated to be pending before such 

appellate authority as if the appeal had never been withdrawn. 

 The aggrieved person may make the payment of excise duty and other 

duties and taxes as decided by the committee. 

 

6. Access to records and posting of excise 

staff, etc. 

SECTION 45 

It has been proposed to withdraw power of Chief Commissioner and 

Commissioner to post officer of Inland Revenue at the business premises of 

taxpayer for excise duty monitoring. 

Now onwards, only Board have power to post officer of Inland Revenue at 

the business premises of taxpayer to monitor production, removal or sale of 

goods and the stock position or the maintenance of records. 

 

7. Audit SECTION 46 

It has been proposed that audit of a taxpayer under this section shall be 

conducted only once in every three years. Prior to this proposed amendment, 

tax department was empowered to conduct audit for every year. 
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8. Validation SECTION 47C 

The proposed amendment seeks to provide legal cover to all the notices and 

orders of tax officers which had been issued and/or passed without proper 

jurisdiction and power. 

 

9. Authority of FBR Various Sections 

Amendments have been proposed in various sections of Federal Excise Act, 

2005 whereby authority of FBR to issue notifications regarding respective 

matter have been transferred to FBR. Prior to these proposed amendments, 

FBR was authorized to issue notification regarding these respective matters 

with approval of Finance Minister. Summary of the authority transferred from 

FBR to Federal Government is as under:- 

 

Sr # Section Description 

1 3(1)(c) 
Issue notification to charge excise duty on specified 

goods manufactured in non-tariff areas. 

2 3(4) 
Issue notification to charge higher or lower date of duty 

on specified goods and services. 

3 16(2) 

Issue exemption notification providing exemption on 

specified goods and services. This amendment 

proposed in section 16 shall be effective on the next day 

of assent given to this Act by the President of Pakistan. 

 

10. FIRST SCHEDULE RATE OF DUTY ON GOODS AND SERVICES 

 

Rate of federal excise duty has been increased on following goods. The 

increased rate of duty shall be effective from the very next day of assent 

given to Finance Act, 2018 by the President. 

 

 Rate of duty on locally produced cigarettes has proposed to be changed 

with intent to increase the rate. The revised rate of federal excise duty on 

locally produced cigarettes is as under:- 
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a) Printed retail price exceeds Rs. 4,500/- per thousand cigarettes: Duty 

has been increased from Rs. 3,740/- per thousand cigarettes to Rs. 

3,964/- per thousand cigarettes. 

 

b) Printed retail price ranges between Rs. 2,925/- to Rs. 4,500/- per 

thousand cigarettes: Duty has been increased from Rs. 1,670/- per 

thousand cigarettes to Rs. 1,770/- per thousand cigarettes. 

c) Printed retail price is less than Rs. 2,925/- per thousand cigarettes: Duty 

has been increased from Rs. 800/- per thousand cigarettes to Rs. 848/- 

per thousand cigarettes. 

 Rate of duty on Cement has been increased from Rs. 1.25/kg to Rs. 

1.50/kg.  

 

 

11. THIRD SCHEDULE CONDITIONAL EXEMPTION 

It has been proposed to allow conditional exemption of duty on following 

goods:-  

 Equipment, whether or not locally manufactured, imported by M/s China 

Railway Corporation to be furnished and installed in Lahore Orange Line 

Metro Train Project subject to fulfillment of specified conditions. 

 Imported construction materials and goods imported by M/s China State 

Construction Engineering Corporation Limited (M/s CSCECL), whether or 

not locally manufactured, for construction of Karachi-Peshawar Motorway 

(Sukkur-Multan Section) subject to fulfilment of same conditions, limitations 

and restrictions as are specified under S. No. 145 of Table-1 of Sixth 

Schedule to the Sales Tax Act, 1990, provided that total incidence of 

exemptions of all duties and taxes in respect of construction materials and 

goods imported for the project shall not exceed ten thousand eight 

hundred ninety-eight million rupees.  

 Commission paid by State Bank of Pakistan and its subsidiaries to National 

Bank of Pakistan or any other banking company for handling banking 

services of Federal Or Provincial Governments as State Bank of Pakistan‟s 

agents. 

 

 



Rate

Particulars

Rate Rate Depreciation, Initial Allowance and Amortisation as per Third Schedule
 Up to Rs. 400,000 NIL   Up to Rs. 400,000 Buildings (all types) 10%

Rs. 400,001 to Rs. 800,000 Rs. 400,001 to Rs. 1,200,000 Furniture including Fittings, Plant & machinery 15%
Motor Vehicle (all types) 15%

Rs. 800,001 to Rs. 1,200,000 Rs. 1,200,001 to Rs. 2,400,000 Ships, Technical and Professional Books 15%
Computer Hardware including Printer etc. 30%

Rs. 1,200,001 to Rs. 2,400,000 Rs. 2,400,001 to Rs. 3,600,000 Mineral Oil Concerns
- Below Ground Installations 100%

Rs. 2,400,001 to Rs. 4,800,000 Rs. 3,600,001 to Rs. 4,800,000 - Off Shore Platforms 20%
- Production Installations 20%

above Rs. 4,800,000 Rs. 4,800,001 to Rs. 6,000,000 Ramp built for disabled persons not exceeding Rs. 250,000/- 100%
Initial Allowance for Plant and Machinery u/s 23 25%

above Rs. 6,000,000 Initial Allowance for Buildings u/s 23 15%
Amortisation of Pre-commencement expenditure u/s 25 20%

Super Tax (Companies, Individuals & AOPs)
Banking Companies 3%

- CAPITAL GAIN ON SALE OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY Section 37(1A) Other persons (on income greater than or equal to Rs. 500 million) 2%

Period Rate
- Acquired on or after July 01, 2016

1. Where holding period  is upto one year 10%
2. Where holding period  is more than one but less than two years 7.5% Brokerage and Commission u/s 233 Filer Non-Filer

- 3. Where holding period  is more than two but less than three years 5% - Advertising Agents 10% 15%
-

Acquired before July 01, 2016
- 4. Where holding period  is upto three years 5% - Other Cases 12% 15%

5. Where holding period  is more than three years 0%
-

- Prize on Prize Bond or a Cross-Word Puzzle u/s 156A 15% 25%
RATES OF ADVANCE TAX ON DIVIDEND - Petroleum products u/s 156A 12% 17.5%
(Under Section 150) - Cash withdrawal from Bank u/s 231A 0.3% 0.6%
1. 7.5% - Banking transactions u/s 231AA 0.3% 0.4%

- On gas consumption charges of CNG Stations u/s 234A 4% 6%
RATES OF ADVANCE TAX ON SALE OF SECURITIES (Section 37A) - On sale by auction u/s 236A 10% 15%

- On sales to distributors, dealers or wholesalers u/s 236G 0.1% 0.2%
2. Other cases filers 15% - On sales to retailers - Others u/s 236H (on gross sales) 0.5% 1%
3. Other cases non-filers 20% Period Filer Non-Filer Filer Non-Filer -

1. 15% 18% 15% 20% 10% 17.5%
- Amount remitted abroad through credit,debit or prepaid cards u/s 236Y 1% 3%

Payments for Goods, Services & Contracts (Section 153)

in case of goods 2. 12.5% 16% 15% 20%

4% of gross amount payable in case of "filer" company Imports u/s 148 (on import value as increased by custom duty, sales tax and FED)
8% of gross amount payable in case of "non-filer" company - Industrial Undertakings (remittable steel & pottasic fert., Urea & Manufac.) 1% 1.5%
4.5% of gross amount payable in case of "filer" other cases - Persons importing pulses 2% 3%
9% of gross amount payable in case of "non-filer" other cases 3. 7.5% 11% 15% 20% - Commercial Importers covered under Notification No. S.R.O.1125(I) 3% 4.5%
2% of gross amount in case of distributors if supplier is company - Ship breakers 4.5% 6.5%
2.5% of gross amount in case of distributors if supplier is other than company - Ind. Undertakings covered under S.No 1-4 of section 148 5.5% 8%
1.5% of gross amount of rice, cotton seed or edible oils - Companies not covered under S.No. 1 to 5 of section 148 5.5% 8%

- Persons not covered under S.No. 1 to 6 of section 148 6% 9%
In case of services 4. 0% 0% 0% 0%
8% of gross amount payable in case of "filer" company
14.5% of gross amount payable in case of "non-filer" company Payments to non-residents u/s 152
10% of gross amount payable in case of "filer" other cases 5. 5% 5% 5% 5% -
17.5% of gross amount payable in case of "non-filer" other cases 7% 13%

- Under any other power project 7% 13%
In case of contracts including contracts signed by sports persons - Any other contract: 7% 13%
7% of gross amount payable in case of "filer" company ADVANCE TAX ON SALE OR TRANSFER OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY - Royalty or fee for technical services 15% 15%
14% of gross amount payable in case of "non-filer" company Rate of tax under section 236C shall be as follows: Rate - Payment for supplies of goods in case of company 4% 7%
7.5% of gross amount payable in case of "filer" other cases In case of filers 1% - Payment for supplies of goods other than a company 4.5% 7.75%
15% of gross amount payable in case of "non-filer" other cases In case of non- filers 2% - Payment for services in case of company 8% 14%
10% of gross amount payable in case of "sports persons" - Payment for services other than a company 10% 17.5%

ADVANCE TAX ON PURCHASE OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY Rate - Payment for advertisement services 10% 10%
TAX RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS & AOP UNDER SECTION 155 Rate of tax under section 236K shall be as follows: Filer Non-Filer - Payment for insurance premium or re-insurance premium 5% 5%
- Value is upto Rs. 3,000,000 0% 0%

Value greater than  Rs. 3,000,000 but less than Rs.4,000,000 2% 4%
- Value greater than Rs.4,000,000 2% Rate

(Non-filers will be prohibited from purchasing property exceeding Rs.4,000,000) - On Sale and purchase of shares u/s 233A 0.02%
- - Purchase of Domestic Air Ticket u/s 236B 5%

- Purchase of International Air Ticket u/s 236L:
- - First/Executive class 16,000/person

- Others excluding economy 12,000/person

- - By educational institutions on amount of fee u/s 236I 5%
- Telephone bills exceeding monthly Rs. 1,000/-  u/s 236 10%
- Mobile, Internet subscriber or prepaid card user u/s 236 12.5%

TAX RATES FOR COMPANIES UNDER SECTION 155 - On Export of Raw Cotton and Cotton Yarn u/s 154 1%
The rate of tax in the case of "filer " company shall be 15% of gross amount of rent - Purchaser of tobacco at purchase value u/s 236X 5%
The rate of tax in the case of "non-filer" company shall be 17.5% of gross amount of rent

ADVANCE TAX ON INSURANCE PREMIUM U/S 236U FROM NON-FILERS TAX  AT TIME OF COLLECTION OF ADVANCE TAX ON MOTOR VEHICLE  U/S 234 -
Types of Premium Rates Engine Capacity Filer Non-Filer -

  General Insurance Premium 4% Upto 1000cc Rs. 800 Rs. 1,200
  Life Insurance Premium if exceeding 0.3 million p.a. 1% 1001cc to 1199cc Rs. 1,500 Rs. 4,000 Profit On Debt u/s 7B
  Others 0% 1200cc to 1299cc Rs. 1,750 Rs. 5,000 Profit On Debt

1300cc to 1499cc Rs. 2,500 Rs. 7,500 Where profit on debt does not exceed Rs. 5,000,000 10%
1500cc to 1599cc Rs. 3,750 Rs. 12,000 Where profit on debt exceeds Rs. 5,000,000 but does not exceed Rs.25,000,000 12.5%
1600cc to 1999cc Rs. 4,500 Rs. 15,000 Where profit on debt exceeds Rs. 25,000,000 15%
2000cc & above Rs. 10,000 Rs. 30,000

ADVANCE TAX ON TRANSFER OF PRIVATE MOTOR VEHICLE U/S 231B(2)
Engine Capacity Filer Non-Filer

Engine Capacity Filer Non-Filer Upto 850cc 0 Rs. 5,000
Upto 850cc Rs. 7,500 Rs. 10,000 851cc   to 1000cc Rs. 5,000 Rs. 15,000
851cc   to 1000cc Rs. 15,000 Rs. 25,000 1001cc to 1300cc Rs. 7,500 Rs. 25,000 RATE OF TAX FOR COMPANIES TAX YEAR TAX YEAR
1001cc to 1300cc Rs. 25,000 Rs. 40,000 1301cc to 1600cc Rs. 12,500 Rs. 65,000 2018 2019
1301cc to 1600cc Rs. 50,000 Rs. 100,000 1601cc to 1800cc Rs. 18,750 Rs. 100,000 Rate of tax for small companies 25% 25%
1601cc to 1800cc Rs. 75,000 Rs. 150,000 1801cc to 2000cc Rs. 25,000 Rs. 135,000 Rate of tax for all kinds of companies 30% 29%
1801cc to 2000cc Rs. 100,000 Rs. 200,000 2001cc to 2500cc Rs. 37,500 Rs. 200,000 Rate of tax for banking companies 35% 35%
2001cc to 2500cc Rs. 150,000 Rs. 300,000 2501cc to 3000cc Rs. 50,000 Rs. 270,000
2501cc to 3000cc Rs. 200,000 Rs. 400,000 Above 3000cc Rs. 62,500 Rs. 300,000
Above 3000cc Rs. 250,000 Rs. 450,000

REDUCED RATES ON IMPORT OF HYBRID CARS U/S 148
Upto 1200cc 100% Rate of reduction
1201cc to 1800cc 50% Rate of reduction
1801cc to 2500cc 25% Rate of reduction

RATES OF APPEAL FEE Appeal against assessment Other cases

Commissioner (Appeals) /Addl. Commissioner Rs. 1,000/- Company Rs.1,000/- , Others Rs. 200/-

Income Tax Appellate Tribunal. Rs. 2,000/- Rs. 2,000/-

The rate of tax imposed under section 7 shall be:
In the case of shipping 8% of the gross amount received or receivable;

Yield on a National Saving Deposit Certificate, including a Defense
Saving Certificate, under the National Saving Scheme.

Life insurance agents where commission received is less than Rs. 0.5
million per annum

Income groupIncome group

Rs. 20,000 plus 10% of amount
exceeding  Rs. 600,000

Rs. 210,000 plus 20% of exceeding
amount Rs.2,000,000

Rs. 1,000,000 to Rs. 2,000,000

500

In the case of air transport 3% of the gross amount received or receivable;

Rs. 60,000 plus 15% of exceeding

amount Rs.1,000,000

On execution of Contract, Sub-Contract for the design, Construction or
supply of plant & equipment:

Pakistan International Airlines Corporation, Poultry industry including breeding, broiler
production, egg and feed production (Tax Rate : 0.5%)

8% 16%

Acquired before
01/07/2016

Acquired after
01/07/2016

TAX RATES FOR ASSOCIATION OF PERSONS

NIL
5% of amount exceeding
Rs.400,000

Rs. 600,000 to Rs. 1,000,000

NILUp to Rs. 200,000

100

ADVANCE TAX ON PURCHASE, REGISTRATION OF PRIVATE MOTOR
VEHICLE U/S 231B(1)&(3)

Provided that the rate of tax to be collected u/s 231B(2) shall be reduced by
10% each year from the date of first registration in Pakistan.

Rs.580,000 + 25% of amount
exceeding Rs.4,800,000

Where holding period of a security is
more than twelve months but less than
twenty four months.

Where holding period of a security is
twenty four months or more but the
security was acquired on or after July
1st, 2013.

In all other cases (Tax Rate : 1.25 %)

5% of gross amount exceeding
200,000

            PROPOSED TAX CARD
Tax Year 2018-19

RATES OF TAXTAX RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS

Rs.40,000 + 10% of amount
exceeding Rs.1,200,000

Twenty or more 300

Ten or more and less than
twenty

Where the security was acquired
before July 1st, 2013.

50

Rs.160,000 + 15% of  amount
exceeding Rs.2,400,000
Rs.340,000 + 20% of amount
exceeding Rs.3,600,000

Rs.60,000 + 10% of amount
exceeding Rs. 2,400,000

Rs. 200,000 to Rs. 600,000

Oil Marketing Companies, Oil Refineries, Sui Southern & Sui Northern Gas Co., (where
annual turnover exceeds 1 billion  (Tax Rate : 0.5%)

Rs.300,000 + 15% of amount
exceeding Rs.4,800,000

Distributor of pharmaceutical products, fertilizers and cigarettes, petroleum agents and
distributors (who are registered under Sales Tax Act, 1990) (Tax Rate: 0.2%)

Rice Mills, Dealers & Flour Mills (Tax Rate : 0.2%) , Motor Cycle dealers registered under
ST Act, 1990 (Tax Rate 0.25%)

Seating Capacity

TAX ON MOTOR VEHICLES U/S 234 PASSENGER TRANSPORT VEHICLE -
PLYING FOR HIRE

Filer (Rs/ seat/ annum) Non- Filer (Rs/ seat/ annum)

Future commodity contracts entered in
to by members of Pakistan Mercantile
Exchange.

Where holding period of a security is

less than twelve months.

Upto Rs. 2,000,000 Four or more and less than
ten

100

200

Rs. 1,000

Rs.880,000 + 30% of amount
exceeding Rs.6,000,000

Minimum Tax u/s 113 chargeable as per Division IX, Part-I, 1st Schedule

Dividends declared by purchaser of power project
privatized by WAPDA or on shares of a company setup
for Power Generation or supplying coal for PG

Rs. 2,000

Rs. 2,000 + 5% of amount
exceeding Rs.1,200,000
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